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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, beginning with the Civil Rights legislation of 1964,
. .

the courts have begun to examine closely cases in which tests used for em-
.

ployment purOoses have an appareht discriminatory effect. In 90 doing, they

.

have added considerable force to an argument Whicy2 psychologists ha,e,been

making for decades: that no tesf, zegardless hew scientifically developed,

should be-Used jor any purpose for which it was not developed and fot which

a

I. it has Trot been validated.

A test is a measurement todl, designed to aid the decision-maker in col-

lecting .the informatioh needed for effective decision-making. As su ch,,the

teit selected must be appropriate to the decisioit, to be made. It is not suf-

ficient that the test'be convenient to administer, or readily available, or

in widespread use; rather, ihe test-must be designed to measure precisely

those character tics of'the individual which are related to the emiloyment

decisi,on in question.

In addition, the test should be the best available means of collecting

this information. The question of whether or not a particular test is a use-
d,

ful tool to assist in any given decision will be settled on the basis of

legal, psychometric, and social considerations.

The Equal Employment Opportpnity Commission (EEOC) was established by

the Civil Right!, Act of 1964. The Commission's original task of monitoring

the enforcement of the Act in private industry was extended by legislat'ion in

1972; the modificatiOn gave the Commission some enforcement powers and ex-

tended the agency's authority to gcvernment agencies.

The EEOC guidelines for employment selection and the cent history of
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The Job of Teaching

court cases involving the use of tests have Made job-relatedness the central

criterion in adjudicating cases in which, the usi of tests in 'making

employment-releted decisions about individuals is challenged on the basis'of

discriminatory impact. Both the guidelines and the,pattern of court deci-

sions.require of.an employer that (particularly when there is evidence of

discriminatory:, employment practices) decisions related to individual employ-.

ees be based on criteria which are'.demonstrably related to thejob in.quea-

tion..

This report describes a project .f,esigned to provide guidance to the

courts regarding the Job-relatedness of t,he criteria.used in selecting and

evaluating *teachers. The EEOC Guidelines state that "Any validity study

0A/Uld be based uPon a review, of information about the job, ... The re, lew

hould conaist of a job analysis ... with respect to criterion related valid-

\
ty... Generally, the job anal*sis should result in... a determination of the

,

mportant 'duties Performed on the job....(1ZA)." Urifort'unately; no comprehen-

sive /ob analysia of teaching hat ever been pertormed; with the result that

not enough is currently known about the content of the job of teaching to

allow the courts to base their decisions on the kind of job analysis data

suggested 415y the EEOC guidelines. Consequently, the courts are generally

forced to rely on the-often-conflicting testimony of expert witnesses.

Job Analysis of Teaching

Page 2

Job analysis usually begins by comprehensively defining job content.

Often it also stops there. Ideally, it should go on to examine the rela-

tionship between job 'content and job context. With teaching, this implies

a need to elucidate the ways in which job content (duties and basic func-

tions) varies'across (for example) grade levels, content areas, and school

districts.
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VS"

Job analysis involves the application of a set of techniques designed

tot-delineate in considerable detail the content of a job. It often in--

"
cludes but, iS.not,limited to, such echniqueslas interviews, structured

que,stionnairea, tr..sk checki lets, work.diaries, and observation. 'These

tools, if properly appliea, prOvide the dAta necessary to' build a thorough

understanding of any job.
0

1
1

' ..t ,.

The work described .in this report. was intended to provide answeis to
,

two bAsic questions.:

1. What kind(s) of information about the job of teaching should be
0

used as th'r basis for examining the question of job-relatedness of

0 employment practices?

2. Can such information be collected within the constraints imposed by

economic and political realities?

The answers to the first question were sogght primarily in the exami-

nation of relevant court cases. The second question was explored during

in the activities of ehe project's field procedures: lf it had been im-'

possible to develop basisTaper-and-pencil measures of job content --

for example, the range and complexity of job content appeared to require

the use of extensive observation, shadowing or videotaping -- it would be

unrealistic'for the courts to require school districts to produce compara-

ble data in defending themselves against charges of discriminatory empLay-

ment practices.

Chapter II of this report descOles the legal context for the study,

citing court cases in Which the use of tests for employment purposes ap-

pears to have had discriminatory effects.

Chapter III describas the first phase of a job analysis of teaching,

in which 48 teachers from two different school diStricts worked with pro-

Page 3
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,t

,

'jec't staff to define the domain of, and develop instrumentatid6 for, the

entire investiiation. In essence, the teadhers helped to-define all bnsic

job functions performed by teachers, and then to describe teaching tasks ,

.oractivities and.their relationship to teaching functions.

Chapter IV gives.an account of the administration of,the questionnaire

whose Avvelopment .was the work of Fha'se I. The data collected via the

questionnaire are presented ,and summarized. Finally, tentative

,

conclusions based on the daxa are discussed.

1

Page 4
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CHAPTER IT

% LEGAL QUESTIONS

because of-their proiinence 'in recent years, and because:the aourts'

legal analysis provides a good backdrop against which to examine the
1

. .

psychometric and soeial issues affecting the usa of teats in teacher employ
.

ment decisions, we shall first conpider the legal context-
.

Challenges to the legality of tests used for employment-related deci-

sions rest fundamentally' on the principles of equal opportunity embodied in

the Constitution. Scores on tests of all sorts, but particularly the kinds

of aptitude and achievement tepts used for employment. purposes, flave

historically been affected by the academic background and general educational

level of the respondents. Thus, respondents Who for whatever reasons hal

received an inferior education have always received lower Scores than those

Whose education was better. In practice', both the quality of education and

the averatk academic level reached before leaving school have been

meaningfully correlated with ethnic group membership. One result of this ed-

ucational ineqUity has been that test scores, like the educational level

Which they so often reflect, have been correlated with race; and their use in

making employment-related decisions has therefore tended to be

discriminatory.

There is, of course, nothing inherently illegal in hiring those Whose

educational accomplishments are high. As will be seen below, however, it is

illegal to use as a criterion for decision-making any factor which is

racially discriminatory unless that factor is essential to the performance of

kj Page 5
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the jab in question. Thus, fdf example' the courts 'have,held that it is

, legal to use a test of verbal
,

skill (highly correlated with education) to se-
.

ldct police officers, whose work clearly requires that they possess, at least,

miniMally the ability to communicate both orally'and in writing; but it is

illegal to use such a test to select unskilled laborers for positions in

which literacy is irrelevdnt.

Prior 'to the enactment of.the Civil Rights Act of 1964, only public ern-.

ployees had any legal recourse in employment discrimination cases, and this

recourse was under the equal protection clause of ..the Fourt.c.,enth AMe'ndment,

Title VII, Section 703, 'ofthis Act extended to private employers the same

kinds of restrictions against the discriminatory use of tests. Moreover, the

Act constituted the enabling lagislaUon for the creation of the Equal Em-

' A

.ployment Opportunity Commission.

Interestingly enough, the EEOC was not endowed by Congress with any

substantive rule-making power. And in this important respect, as Holt (1977)

pointed out, the EEOC differs from most other majar agencies: "The Federal

Aviation Agency... can make a rule that says you can't keep your briefcase

in your lap while the airplane takes off, and that rule has substantially the

force of an act of Congress, because the FAA was acting pursuant to delegated

legislative authority. But this is a free country, and you and I and the

EEOC all have the right to issue .... statements of opinion or anything else.

If we want to, we can christen such statements of opinion "guidelines" --

whatever that overworked piece of bureaucratic gobbledygook may mean."

But if the EEOC Guidelines lack the force of law, Title VII has no such

deficiency. Moreover, as will be shown below, the Federal courts have, since

the Guidelines first appeared, accorded them considerable weight in their

deliberations in cases in which the use of tests was cha:langed on statutory

Page 6 1 6
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'grounds. And, as Holt pointed out in 114.s discussion of the Griggs decision,

....it.is very hard to tell the difference between guidelines Which.are for-

mal regulations, and guidelines Which are entitled to such great 'deference'

that they are the touchstone which a validation gtudy must be 'measured

against' to see whether ....(the employer is) in compliance with the law,"

Since 1964, then, challenges to the legality of the use ot,tests for em-

. ployment purposes have been based on either (or, quite often, both)

constitutional or statutory grounds. It is tp the former which we turn

. first.

Constitutional Challenges

From thce Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, Section 1:

....nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or prop-.

erty without dbe process of law;:nor deny to any person withirrits ju-

risdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Tractenberg (1973) thoroughly examines the issue of challenges to the

constitutionality of employment testing of teachers and supervisors. Ac-

cording to Tractenberg,

The court's starting point in the equal protection analysid'is whether

the plaintiffs have been able to establish a prima facie case of

unconstitutionality by demonstrating that the selection process has re-

sulted in de facto racial or ethnic discrimination -- that is, a racial

or ethnic classification. Courts have evaluated the plaintiffs" fac-

tual evidence against geveral standards.

In cases in which the job lu question is at the professional level,

the standard applied by the court.may be different from the general popu-

lation standard employed at lower occupational levels. Instead, they

might (as in the Chance case) compare the percentage of minority group em-

Page 7
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ployees across comparable districts, or they might choose to compare exam-
.

ination scores of members of different khnic groups on the tests in ques-

tion

Regardless of Which standard the court chooses to apply, the

plaintiffs must first of all demonstrate that members of minority groups

are disproportionaillly rejeCted through use of the challenged procedure.

Without this demonstration of "adverse impact,': plaintiffs cannot estab-
%.

lish ttiat there has been a violation of the EquaeProtection Clause of the

Fourteenth AMendment.

Once it has been determined that de facto racial or ethnic

discrimination exists, the court moves to the second part of the equal

protection analysis: is thei.e sufficient basis for the defendants' use of

the particular selection procedure despite its effect of creating a de

facto racial 6r ethnic classification? There has been substantial,-agree-

ment in 'the courts (and, ,for that matter, in the educational and

psychometric communities) that it is difficult to demonstrate this sort of

extenuating need. Unfortunately, there is considerably lest; agreement as .

to what 'the defendants must actually demonstrate. According to

Tractenberg, "evidence of a lack of discriminatory intent is necessary but

not sufficient. For irgenuous discrimination can violate the Equal Proteo-

tion clause. And it is unintended discrimination that seeMs principally

at issue in the recent cases...."

In a recent decision (Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 197', how-

ever, the Supreme Court clerified the constitutional is!sue of

discriminatory intent. Justice White, delivering the majority opinion of

the Court, stated that:

The central purpose of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Page 8
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Amendment is the prevention of official conduct discriminating on the

"basis of race But our cases have not embrace&the, proposition that
a law or other official act, without regard to whether it reflects a
racially discriminatory purpose, is unconstitutional solely because iC
has a racially discriminatory impact.... A purpose td discriminate Must
be present.... Disproportionate impact is not irrelevant, but it ts not
the sole touchstone of an invidious racial discrimination forbidden by
the constitution. .

The courts have applied two tests in examining procedures,resulting

-

-Irin de facto discrtnination: the, "rational relationship" test and the

compelling state interest" test. he former requires that the defendant

demonstrate a significant relationship between scores on the challonged

test and the job in 'question; the latter test additionally requires use of

the challenged examination to be vitally necessary to the employing

district, and that there be no other, less discriminatory, means of accom-

plishing the same purpose. Obviously, the requirements of the latter test

are much more stringent than those of the former; and the choice between

. .

them is of considerable importance in determining the 2utcome of a case.

Statutory Challenges
I1MnIMM.I1IOMIIIdnr.

Tha Equal Employment Opportunity Cmnmission (EEOC) was established by

Title VII of the Oivil Rights Act of 1964 : The Commission's original task

of monitoring the enforcement of the Act in private industry was extended

by legislation in 1972; the modification gave the Commission some enforce-

ment powers and extended the agency's authority to government agencies.

Title VII prohibits employment discrimination. Both the statute and

Ne guidelines set up by the EEOC forbid the use for employment-related

decisions of any test (or testing procedure) which cannot be shown to be

job-related.

Both the guidelines and the pattern of court decisions require of an

employer that (particularly when there iS evidence of discriminatory eat-.
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plOyment practices) decisions related to individual employees be based on

criteria which.are demonstrably related to the job in question. Rebell

(1976) nicely summed Up'the ssue of job-relatedness. Discussing the

legal requirements for teacher licensing or certification procedures,.he

said:

Page 10

.In describing the elements of a valid licenting system, the courts in
Chance, Nansemond, and other such cases, have consistently emphasized
the need for a.hor6ugh, exhaustive job.description. This'is really
the key to acceptable content validation. If you do not know what the
pb you're testing for really cOnsists of, how can you purport to con-
struct a test, or a credentialling requirement,-that, will certify qual-
ification., to perform that job? The judges in the above cases had lit-
tle difficulty, 'once the issue was clarified in this' manner, in

striking doWn,lioensing systems when the aefendants could not show that
a serious analysis of the job's duties had recently been undertaken.
In the Chance case, for example., the Board of Examinefs were unable to
show any organized job analysis process, and.it appeared that their job
descriptions for principalship'positions Were subjectively established
by.central administrators..:.
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Legal History

Griggs v. Duke Power Company, 401 U.S. 424 (1971)

j

The Griggs case was the first U.S. . Supreme Court test of Title

-VLI, Section 703, of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a statute Which

brought private employers within the scope of employment-test

legislation. Previously, 'only public emplo.yees had been,assured .0f .

recourse under federal law in eiployment'discriminaiion cases, princi-
,

pally under the "equal protection" clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

At the time the suit was instituted, there were 14 blacks among

the 95 employees at the Dan River Steam Stition of.the Duke Power Co

pany. (Thirtekl of the 14 joined in the suit, whiCh was filed as a

class action under Title VII.) Although there were five operating de-

partments at the plant, the blacks were employed in only one o'f these,

the Labor Department. The highest paying job's in Labor paid less than

the lowest paying jobs in the other four departments. gromotions Within

the departments were based on seniority.

Beginning in 1955, a high school education was required for entry'

'into the four departments apart from Labor, as well as for certain "in-

side" transfers.

restricting blacks

In 1965, the company abandoned its policy of

to the Labor Department, but at the game time made

completion of high school a prerequlsite for transferring out of Labor

to another department. (The Supreme Court noted that the whites who

had been ,hired before the high school education requirement was

instituted 17 I performed well and were promoted within their depart-

ments throughout the period between 1955 and the time the case was

tried.)

On July 2, 1965 (the date on which Title VII became effective) the

Page 11
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company added another.requirement. To enter any but the Labor Depart-

ment, it became necessary to "pass" two standatdized tests, the

Wonderlic Personnel Test and the Bennett Mechanical Aptitude Test, as

well as to Lave a high school education. Later that same year, it also

became possible for employees lacking a high school educatipn to trans-

fer out of the Labor Department to an "inside" job by "passing" the

;
same two tests. (Tkee court observed that the requisite scores in both

cases were at about the national median for high school graduates,

Which Made the test stand rds even more stringent since they, would

elpoinate about half f-aIl high school graduates.)

'The district court that tried the case, and the U.S. Fourth Cir-

cuit Court of Appeais, boal rtiled in favor of the power company. The

latter court found)no evidence of any discriminatory purpose in the

adoption of the diploma and test requirements, and concluded that there

had been no violation of Title VII.

The U.S. Supteme Court agreed to review the case in order to re-

solve the *testion of.whether an employer is prohibited by Title VII

troy ".-equiring high school education or passing of a standardized

general intelligence test as.a condition of employment in oi transfer

to jobs when (a) neither standard is shown to be significantly related

to successful job performance, (b) both requirements operate to dis-

qualify Negroes at a substantially higher rate than Wh.ite applicants,

and (c) the jobs in question formerly had been filled only by' whit'e em-

ployees as part of a longstanding' practice of giving preferenee to

whites."

In a decision which, except'for the lack of participation by one

justice, was unanimous, the Supreme Court reversed the appeals court

Page 12
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and ruled in favor of the plaintiffs. In delivering the court's opin-

ion, Chief Justice ,Warren Burger said that the intent.of Congress in

enacting Title VII was clear from the language of the statute. "It was

to achieve equality of employment opportunities and remove barriers

Chat have operated in the past to favor an identifiable group of White

employees over other employees.
1

The 1964 Civil Bights Act, said the court, requires "the removal 1

o'f artificial, arbitrary, and unnecessary barriers to employment when

the barriers operate invidiously to discriminate on the basic of racial,

or other impermissible classificatiork." Moreover, the fact that such

discrimination resultp unintentionally does not excuse the use of mea-

sures that are not job-related. In Justice 'Burger's words "good in-

ient or absence of discriminatory intent does not redeem employment

proaedures or testing mechanisms that operate as 'built-in headwinds'

for minority groups and.are unrelated to measuring job capability."

To-deal with the question of job-relatedness, and the contention

by the company that itss tests were specifically authori4ed by Section

703(h) of the Act,' the court traced the hiseory of the congressional

debate that léd.up to enactment of the statute. (The debate resulted in

an amendment reconciling the interests,of a group of senators concerned

that the bill might prohibit all employment testing, and of another

group fearful that a testing amendment would authorize any

professionally designed" test, no matter how invalid.) "The conclu-

sion is inescapable," said the court, that the Equal Bmployment Oppor-

tunity Commission's interpretation of 703(h) as requiring employment

teststo be job-related, "comports with congressional intent."

Justice Burger concluded, "Nothing in the Act precludes the use of
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testing Or Measuring procedurei; obviously they are useful. 1WRat Con-

gress has forbidden is giving these devices ana'mecilanisms controlling

force unless they are delsonstrably a reasonable measure of.job perfor-

mance. Congress,has not cotmanded that the less qualified be preferred
r-

over the better qualified simply becausa of minority origins. Far from

disparaging job qualifications ms sUch, Congress has made such qualifi-,

cations the controlling factor, so that 'race, religion, nationality,

and sex become irrelevant- What. Congress has commanded is that any

tests\used must measure the person for the job and not the person in

the abstract."

Walston v:\ County School Board of.Nansemond County, Virginia% and United

States v. Nansemond County School Board, 4th.Cir., decided February 19,

1974

Page 14

These companion cases, considered jointly by the U.S. Fourth Cir-

cuit Court of Appeafe;', centered op the use of the National Teacher

Examinations by the school board in a -pplicy of hiring and retaining

teachers. The U.S. Justice Department alleged that the board's action

had resulted in a substantial reduction of black teaching staff in the

school district,'and that the board haa made no effort to show that its

policy was not racially discriminatory. The companion Walston suit was

a class action filed by 13 black teachers who claimed that their

Fourteenth Amendment rights had been violated when their contracts were

terminated asars tof their NTE scores.

The controversial -NTE requirement, instituted early in 1970,

sti lated that teachers in academic subject areas present a minimum

score r,f 500 on the Commons section of the examinations. At the end of
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the 1970-71 school year, 15 black teachers,were dismissect solely on the

basis of their NTE scores. All 15 had been recommended for retention

by their principals. Twelve had more tharra year's teitching experi-

,

ence, and one had taught only in two subject area§ that the hoard had

publicly declared exempted from the NTE reqUiretent.

Prior tethe requirement, the faculty in the school district was

59 percent black; by 1972 the percentage had declined to 52 percent.

In 1970-71, 38 percent of new teachers hired in the district were

black; in 1971-72' this percentage dropped to 14 percent.

The lower court cited the &sae of Western Addition Community Orga-

nization v. Alioto,- in which, it had been required th4 there be "a

reasonably necessary connection between the qualities tested... and the

accual requirements of the job to be perfgrmed." The court then turned ,

to.an examination of content and predictive validity. "In deciding

0

. WHich of these standards is,to be employed," said the court, "much at-
,

tenxion must be Tlaced upon.the word 'reasonable'."
0

A

In examining the NTE's conent validity, the lower-court relied

considerably on the testimony of an ETS staff member. The court

concluded, "Nansemond Oyunty... has What he (the ETS witness) considers

to be faults but with Jood explanations for the use they have m'a.de of

e NTE. If an expert sees good reasons given for the use of a valid

ployment criteria (sic) , this court will acquiesce in such a firiding

without clearly conflicting expert testimony to the contrary." The

lower court then ruled in favor of the school board,

The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals -overturned the district

,court's ruling and ordered that the 15 terminated teachers be

reinstated with full back pay. The opinion was delivered by Associate

.Page 15
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U.S. Supreme Court Justice fom Clark, who had been temporarily assigned
4

to the Fourth Circuit following his retirement frop the U.S. Supreme

Court.

, The appeals court cited earlier cases holding that in school

districts with long histories of discrimination; when the ranks of

black teachers Lhave been decimated disproportionally," the burden

shifts to the school board to justify its actions. Furiherv said the

court, the lower court's stipulation of a "reasonably necessary" con-

nection between the Ailities tested and actua job requirements was

insufficient. Instead, the court declared,'the standard set forth in

the Griggs case, that a "demonstrable relationship" exist between test

and job performance, syuld have been applied. Accordihg,to the court;

"this standard is much more rigorous in its burden than the standard

actually utilized by the District Court here."

The appeals court described the cutoff'score of 500 as "patently

arbitrary and discriminatory." The school superintendent had testified
0

to knowing that black teachers were likely to score lower than whites.
0

There was also evidence that the cutoff score had been employed because,

of a heavy influx intlo the district of teachers from nearby areas, in-

cluding neighboring North Carolina, where they had been denied certifi-

cation as a result of similar NTE requirements.

Also, said the court, the board had "arbitrarily and erratically"

administered the test, requiring some "exempted" teachers to take it. '

Furthermore, ETS had said that the test was least.valid when applied to

experienced teachers, yet the NTE had been required of several teachers

of long experience. In spfte of this, the board had employed 52 teach-
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ers in 1970-71 and 1971-72 'without requiring of them eiiher a college

degree or the newer NTE requirement..

Citing the Baket case, the court observed that in Nansemond County

there was no "overriding purpose" to justify the racial discrimination

brought "about by the'teit requirement. In spite of the many teaching

specialtfes required in Nansemond County, the NTE Teadhing Area

A Examinations had not been required. Only the Commons Examinations were

0

required, and the court speculated that experienced teachers might have

scored wre satisfactorily on the Area Examinations. Referring to these

experiended teachers, the coutt quoted from the ETS guidelines for

using the NTE: "Test scores contribute little or nothing to the evalu-

ation of an in"-service teacher."

Finally, the court held that there,might be appropriate situations

in Which the NTE could qualify under the "demonstrable relationship"

standard of Griggs. But it emphasized that the test cannot be used as

a "tool of discrimination," nor "capriciously in derogation of the

guidelines Promulgated by ETS."

Chance v. Board of Examiners, 458 F. 2d 1167 (2d Cir. 1972), affg. 330.F.

Supp. 203 (S.D. N.Y. 1971)

The two plaintiffs in this case, one black and the other Puerto

Rican, claimed that the competitive examinations for permanent supervi-

sory positions in the New York City public schools discriminated

against blacks and Puerto Ricans,and viOlated the "equal protection"

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The U. S. 2nd Circuit Court of

Appeals, in affirming the lower court's decision which had warranted a

Page 17
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preliminary injunction against the tests; declared that there was eq-

dent a "prima facie case of invidious de facto discrimination."'

Central to the case was evidence and testimony in which the pro-
,

portions of Oew York's . black and Puerto Rican school principals were

compared with those for dther large cities. Much of the testimony was

of a.highly stati6tical nature. "After all the statistical jargon,"

said the'court, "like 'one tail' or 'two tail' tests and 'Chi-Square

Test.(Yates7corrected)' as well as the less esoteric numbers and

.percentages -were placed .before the trial judge, it was his job to re-
.

solve the.issue."

The decision in the Chance case followed a line of legal argument

that has been applied in a nuMber 'of cases in which the use of testing

has been challenged. First, the party bringing suit must reveal "prima

facie" evidence 'that the effent of the testing system is

discriminatory. (Here the courts found such evidence in the

comparisons between cities.) Onee "prima facie" discrimination has

been shown, the burden of proof shifts to the defendant to demonstrate

that the test in question is being used properly.

In this instance, the court ruled that neither content validity

nor predictive validity had been established. Citing the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, the Griggs decision, and the Equal Employment Opportunity

Act of 1972, the court found no demonstration of job-relatedness.

Thus, the failure of the "rationql relationship" test obviated the need

to apply the "compelling interest" test, the latter having been re-

quired in some cases to'show, even Where job-relatedness is estab-

lished, that no less diperiminatory tests are available for the same
. .

'purposes.

1
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U! S. v. North CaroAlina, 400 F.Supp. 343 (E.D.N.C. 1975)

.In 1964 the State of North Carolina began to require that candi-

dates for certification attain a minimum score of 450 on the Weighted
4

Common Examination (WCE) of the National Teacher Exminations (NTE).

This requirement was raised in 1966, at which time applicants were re-

qUired to take both the Common Examination' and the Teacher Area Exami-

nation (TAE) and attain a minimum score of 475.On each. The cut-,off

score was thus set by the State at a total minimum of 950.

In 1973 this-practice was challenged in the courts. The plaintiffs

charged that the use of a cutoff of 950 on the NTE caused invidiops

discrimination against blacks, Indians, and Oriental persons, in

violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.

In deciding against the State, the court acknowledged that because

of the Variable quality o'f institutions of teacher training, the.State

could not rely on these institutions') to produce grduates of consist-

ently certifiable quality. Furthermore, "We think .it is beyond argument

that the State of North Carolina has the right to adopt academic re-

quirements and written achievement tests designed and validated to

disclose the minimum amount of knowledge necessary to effective teach-

ing." But, "....What is wrong here is the failure of Forth Carolina to

validate 950 as an NTE cutoff score. The record does not disclose why

950 was chosen rather than 900 or 1,000 or 800 or 1,100.... Nor has

there been any vIlidation with respect to teacher competency, e.g. that

a score of 949 truly means that one does not possess enough knowledge

to teach adequately."

The following 15 quoted from pages 9-10 of the decision:
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1, In a free society all persons have a right of access to all

vOdations....

2. For the purpose of protecting the public from incompetency, the
State may limit access to a vocation, here teaching, by establishing
minimum standards of knowledge and acquired skills....

3. NTE tests do not pleasure teaching skills but do measure the con-
tent of the academic preparation of prOspective teachers. :We are
inclined/to think that the NTE tests 'measure the critical mass Of
knowledge in aeademic subject matter and that a score someWhere on
the sc:ale would disclose the knowledge necessary as a prerequisite
to effective teaching.

4. Where that point is -- whether at 950 or some other score -- is
not established....

5. Therefore, the establishment of 950 as a cutoff score is arbi-
trary, and unrelated to the legitimate State purpose of assurin

possession of knowledge in academic subject matter necessary to e
fective teaching.

6. The right of the State to set standards for the pirpose of i
provinv the quality of instruction in the public schools is not)

separible from the right of the prospective teacher to enter his

chosen profession. It is doubtless true that the top ten percent of
thqse taking an NTE test possess more acedemic knowledge.than the

bottom ten percent, but it does not necessarily follow that tbe

State may refuse to license the lowest 90 percent, or any other per-
cent unless the refusal is job-related. Inste.d, the State must

license not only the "best" but all those who are competent. Yet it

is for the State to determine the minimum level of competence which
.shall be required of its teachers. It may .require a higher level of

competence ttian required by other states and it may administer tests
designed to measure that competence and shown to be job-related.

The nature and extent of the qualifications required must depend

primarilY upon the judgment of the State as to their necessity.
If they are appropriate to the calling or profession, and

attainable by 'reasonable study or application, no objection to

their validity can be raised because of their stringency or dif-
ficulty. (Dent v. West Virginia, 129 U.S. 114)

Here there has been no valid diptermination of the point or. dividing
line between competency and incompetency and no job-relationship.
Because the State may not refuse to license the competent applicant
it may not do what it has done here: .select a given score that iS
statistically calculated to produce a given failure percentage with-

out showing a correlation with competency. In theory, at least, it

should be possible for all applicants to pass a given test, i.e., to
demonstrate the minimum necessary academic knowledge to enter the

profession.
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9. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to prevent the State

from reinstating a written test cut-off score for 'prospective

applicants to enter the teaching profession in North Carolina pro-

vided ehat such cut-off score shall first have been validated with

respect to minimum academic knowledge an applicant must possess in
order to become a reasonably adequate teacher and that such score be

shown'to bear a rational relatiOn to teaching capacity. See ETS

Manual for Designing and Conducting Validity Studies Based on the
National Teacher Examinations 1972.

Washingtonk. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976)

The cases cited and discussed above clearly established the way in

Which the EEOC guidelines were to be applied: al.1 tests, and perhaps

even other procedures, Which were used to help make eml;loyment deci-

1110*- sions about individuals, must bear a demonstrable relationship to the

job in question. From the Griggs 'decision onward, it became

increasingly clear that in the presence of evidence supporting a

plaintiff's claim of discriminatory practices, the burden of proof

shifted to the employer, who was required to present proof both that

the test in question was in fact job-related and that there was no

other satisfactory method of gaining the information needed for the'em-

ployment decision in question,

In a decision handed down on June 7, 1976, the Supreme Court ap-

pea-s to have made a significant turn away from this relatively broad

interpretation of the Equal Opportunity legislation. Washington v.

Davis involved the vali,:ity of a qualifying test for the position of

police officer in the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police Department.

The case began when two black police officers filed suit against the

0
Page 21
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, District of Columbia, alleging that the promotion procedures whin the

police department were racially discriminatory. They claimed that their

applications to become police officers had been rejected, and that the

rartment's
recruiting practices .discriminated against black

applicagts by,a series of procedures that included a,written test of

verbal, aptitude which excluded a diSproporionately high number of

black applicants.

To be aCcepted by the Department ant: to begin its intensi,./e

17-week training program, an individual, was required to meet certain
ro.

physical and character standards, to be a high school graduate or

equivalent, and to score at or above 40 ch "Test 21," a verbal aptitude

test.Which is generally administered to prospectVe Government employ-

ees .

The validity of this test was the only issue before the lower

(District) court, which noted that tpre was no claim of intentional

discrimination, but only the claini that Test 21 wis unrelated to job

performance and was discriminatory in screening out black candidates.

According to the District Court, the eviderice supported three

conclusions! (1) The number of black police officers was substantial

but not proportionate to the racial mix in the city. (2) A higher pc:

centage of black applicants fall Test 21 than whites. (3) The test in

2

question had not hePn valfdatpd t() Nhow In pt0d111110/.

subsequent job pérformance. In rPvlowInp, thP othpe ovIdpurp (p.g., tti,p

Department's systematic efforts to recruit blacks, many of ,,ihom scorq0

at or above 40 on the test but never reported for duty) , the District

Court concluded that there vas no evidence of discriminatory intent on

Page 22
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'the part of the Department; furtheiniore, it rejected the assertion that

0
the test was biased in favor of whitei and was "satisfied that the

midiaputable facts prove the test to be reasonably and directly related'

to the 'requirements. of the police recruit training program and that it

neither designed nor operated to discriminate against otherwise

lualified blacks." The District Court rejected the respondents' plea,

stating that "the proof is Wholly 'lacking 'that a police officer

qualifies on the color of his skin rather. than ability" and that the

'Department "should not be required on this showlng to lower standards

or to abandoll efforts to achieve excellence..."

A

citing'the Griggs decision (that involved the interpretation and appli-10,

cation of Title VII), 'held that the lack of dascriminatory intent in

respondents then took the case to the. Court of Appeals, which,

the Department's use of Test 21 was irrelevant. The important point

was that four times as many blacks as whites failed the test; this

alone, regardless of intent, was sufficient to be unconstitutional in

the absence of any proof that the test was a reliable predictor of job

performance in addition to being an indicator of probable success in

\the training program. The Court of Appeals therefore reversed the de-

cision of the District Court, and the case was appealed to the Supreme

Court.

The Supreme Court held that the Court.of Appeals had erred in its

decision. According to the court, it does not necessarily follow that

an action or procedure is unconstitutional solely because it has a

racially discriminatory impact, regardless of whether there was any

discriminatory intent.. "We have never held that the constitutional

Page 23
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standard -for Adjudicating claims of invidious facial discrimination is

identical to the standards applicable under Title VII, and we decline

to do so todaY." An intent to discriminate mUst bevresent. Neverthe-

Jess, the couft maintained that Where there is prima facie evidence of

discriminatory impact, the burden of proof shifts to the defendant.

Furthermore, "an invidious discriminatory purpose may often be inferred

frbm the totality of the relevant facts,including the fact, if it is

true, that the law bears more heavily on one race than another... be-

cause in various circumstances the discrimination is very difficult to

explain on nonracial grounds" (p. 11).

The court found it "diffiCult to understand how a racially neutral

employment test could be dicriminatory -solely because a greater per-

centage of blacks than whites failed the test. Test 21, which is ad-

ministered generally to prospective government employees, concededly

seeks'to ascertain whether those who take it have acquired a particular

level of verbal skill; and it is unt:tnable that the Constitution pre-
,

vents the government from seeking modestly to upgrade the communicative

abilitles of its employees rather than, to be satisfied with some lower

level of competence, particularly NA/ere the job requires special abil--

ity to communicate orally and in writing" (p. 15). The court agreed

with the District Court that the evidence related to the Department's

efforts to recruit qualified black applicants, togetheT with the demon-

strated relationship of the test to the police recruit training pro-

gram, rendered untenable the conclusion that the Department's hirfng

practices we:e discriminatory.

With regard to the statutory requirements of Title VII, the Court
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of Appeals had held that the demonstrated relationship between scores

on Test 21 and 'performance in the training program was insufficient, to

satisfy the statutory requirement of job-relatedness. The Supreme

,Court held that thia was error. "The advisability of the police recruit

training couise informing the recruit about his upcoming job,-

acquainting him wi_th its demands and attempting to impart a modicum of'

required skills seems conceded. It is also apparent... that some mini-

mum verbal and comMunicative skill would be very useful, if not essen-

-tial, to satisfactory progress in the training regimen" (p. 19). The

conclusion .that Test 21 was directly related to Success in the training

ogram, anil that a positive relationship between the test and perfor-

mance in training was sufficient evidence to-;validaté the test, regard-
,

less of its possible relationship to the job itself, seemed to the

court "the much more sensible construction of the job-relatedness re-

quirement:"

U. S. v. South Carolina (1977)

The impact of the Washington v. Davis decision is eflected in

-

this, the first case involving the use of tests to aid employment-
'

related decisions about teachers to be decided since Washington v.

Davis. Plaintiffs challenged, on both constttutional and statutory

grounds, the use of minimum score requirements on the National Teacher

Examinations (NTE) to certify and determine the pay levels of teachers

within the state.

NTE scores had been used by the state of South Carolina for over

9 Page 25
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thirty years in making decisions both about the certification of teach-

ers and the amount of 'state aid paid to local districts. In addition,

NTE i6ores were used by local school:boards to apaist in selection de-

cisions. Between 1969 and 1976, the state required an NTE score of 975

or higher for certification. In 1976, folloWing a validity study (Edu-

cational Testing Service, 1976 -- see below), new certification re-

quirements were established. These involved the use df different mini-,

mum scores for certification in different teaching areas; cut-off

scores thus established ranged from 940 to 1198.

Plaintiffs asserted that because more blacks thdn whites had

historically 'scored below the mlnimmn (cut-off) required for certifica-

, tion, this use of the NTE creat.ea a racial classification "in violation

of the constituional and statutory ..provisions cited in their com-.

plaints."

anstitutional Issues

The Court considered separately plaintiffs' allegations of

unconstitutionality of the use of NTE scores for certificatibn and

for determining the amount of state aid for focal school districts.

Following the Washington. v. Davis decision, the Court in this case

said that in order tO sustain the allegation of a Fourteenth Amend-

ment violation, plaintiffs must "....prove that the State intended
0

to create and use a racial classification. If plaintiffs fail to

prove intent (or defendants adequately rebut that proof), then WE

must evaluate this classification under the rational relationship

v

Page 26
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standard required by the Fourteenth Amendment as to all such.

classifications."

And the court went on, citing the Supreme Court's decision in

Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development

Corp., to list several factors WhiCh'could be considered in evaluat-

ing discriminatory intent: historical background, the sequence of .

events leading up to the challenged decision (including substantive

andrprocedural departures from the-imorm), legislattve,history, and

testimony from officials. Considering these factors, the court

proceeded to examine aeparately the challenged usea of the NTE with

respect to certification and for the allocation of state aid.
11.

The court carefully examined each decision related to each use

of ihe NTE. This weighing of the historical 'evidence relative to

the State's intent in establishing certification and state aid

schedules fills fourteen pages of the decision. For our present:

purposes it is sufficient to note that in no instance did the court

conclude that the record contained evidence to support plaintiffs'

allegation of intentional discrimtnation on the part of the State.

-So the court went on to the second half .of its equal-protection

analysis:

In the absence of discriminatory intent, the classifications of
teachers for both certification'and pay putposes may be assessed'
under the "rational relationship" standard required by the

Fourteenth Amendment.... The Supreme Court has defined this sten,
dard in the following terms:

Although no precise formula has been developed, the'Court has

held that the Fourteenth Amendment permits the States a wide

sccpe of discretion in enacting laws which affect some groups

Page 27
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of citizens differently than others. The constitutional safe-

guard is offended only if the classification rests on grounds
wholly irrelevant.to the achievement of the State's objective.

State legislatures are presumed to have acted within their
constitutional power despite the fact that, in practice, their
laws result in some inequality. A statutory discrimination

will not be ,aet aiide if any state of facts reasonably may be

conceived to justify it. (McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420,

425-26 (1961)]

We conclude that the State's use of the NTE for both certifica-

tion and pay purposes meets the "I:ational relationsfiip" standard

of *Gowan and-cbnsequently does nbt violate the
equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. No more

'rigorous constitutionkl standard need be applied.... We find that
the defendants' use of the NTE bears a "fair and substantial re-
lationship to the. achievement of an important, and

constitutionally permissible governmental objegtive.7,

7.
The Court therefore concluded -that the State did not need to

'justify its actions. It is thus doubly interesting to note that the

court continued by examining the,Stite's justification for its use

of the NTE:,

....the defendants have offered a legitimate lond important

governmental objective for their use of the NTE. 'The State has

the right to adopt academic requirements and to use written--

achievement tests designed and validated to disclose the minimum

amount of knowledge necessary to effective teaching.... The re-

cord supports the conclusion that the NTE are professionally and

carefully .prepared to measure ihe critical mass of knowledge in

academic subject matter. The NTE do not measure teaching skills,

but do measure the-content of the academic pieparation of pro-

spective teachers....

Furthermore, there is ample evidence in the record of the content
validity of the NTE. The NTE have been demonstrated to proviee a

useful measure of the extent to which prospective teachers have

mastered the content .of their teacher training program. In a

similar challenge to a bar examination the Fourth Circuit has

held that proof of such content .validity is persuasive evidence

that the equal protection clause has not been violated.

Richvdson v. McFadden, 540 F.2d 744 (4th Cir. 1976). The

Supreme Count has held that a substantial relationship between a
test and a training program -- such as is found here -- is suffi-
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cient to withstand a challenge on, constitutional grounds.

Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. at 248-52....

'And fi;:lly,

.

Although we agree that a professionally designid and executed va-
lidity study is nol necessarily required to demonstrate the rela-

tionship between a challenged use.of a test and the governmental
objective for which it is being used, Tyler v. Vickery, supra, we
find support for our conclusions with respect to the NTE in the

validitx study conducted in this case..

Statutory (Title VII) Issues

In Washington

Title VII, 4hen

v. Davis, the Supreme Court had held that; under

employment practices operated to disqualify

disproportionate numbers of blacks, there was no need to prove

discriminatory intent, and that the rational relationship test was

not sufficient to establish the worth of the challenged test. It is

also necessary for the challenged practice to be validatectin terms

of job performance,. "perhaps by, ascertaining the minimum skill,

ability, or potential necessary for the position at issue and deter-
!

mining 'whether the qualifying tests are appropriate for the selec-

tion of qualified applicants for the job in questions (Id. at

246) ."

It was theiefore necessary for the employen to demonstrate not

only that that the test in question differentiated 1between those

respondents who did and did not possess some minimum level of verbal

and communicition skill, but also that thes1 skills were actually

related to the legitimate employment objectives of the employer.

Page 29
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Furthermore, Washington v. Davis left unchanged the oiiiinal Griggs'i

ruling that the employment practice must be A "business necessity."

That plaintiffs had established the use of NTE spores by the

state to have a.disproportionate impact on blacks, both in certifi-

'cation decisions and in the allocation of state aid to local

districts, shifted the burden of proof to the defendants. , The

State's response involved the cbmmissioning of a validity stUdy by

ETS. This study is reported in some detail -elseuhere in this re-

port; however, to summarize, it was a content velidity study that

used a panel judgment method of assessing .the degree to Which the

content of the NTE matched the content of South Carolina programs of

teacher education. It also attempted to pet minimum score require-

ments by estiiating the amount of knowledge that a teacher who was

minimally, qualified to tiAach in the State's schools would have.'

After carefully consideiing the design and conduct of this

study, the court said:

The design of .the.study is adequate for Title VII purposes. The

Supreme Court made clear once again in Washington' v. Davis that a
content validity study that satisfies professional standards also
satisfies Title VII. 426 U.S. at 247, n. 13. (Three expert
witnesses called by the'defense] testified in an uncualified
fashion that ... the ETS study design met all of the requirements
of the APA Standards, the Division 14 Principles, and the EEOC
Guidelines....

Moreover, the court approved the ETS decision to validate

against the academic training program ra6ler than job performance.

The courecited the Washington v. Davfs decision, in which the

Supreme Court held that "[A) positive relationship between the test
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and training -tourse performance wassufficient to validate the

former, wholly aside froi its possible relationship to actual (job]

performance...." (426 U.S. at 250-251),.

Finally, the court considered the question of whether the State

had satisfied the. "business neceisity" 'requirement originally estab-

lished in the Griggs decision. In What may ultimately be.the most

/ significant portion of its decision, the court said:

a

This "business necessity" doctrine 'appears neither in the

explicit language .nor in the legislative history of Title VII.

.
The Court in Griggs and subsequent Title VII cases did not pstab-

lish judicial 'standards for,determining Whether a particular

practice is a business necessity. The EEOC Guidelines are of .

little assistance because they were published before Griggs and

have not been updated since that time.

A footnote to this paragraph elaborates on the Guidelines:

The. EEOC re-published these regulations, without change, on No-

vember 24, 1976.... The EEOC evidently equates the concept of .

'business necessity with the measurement concepts of statistical

and practical significance. (The regUlations state):

In assessing the utility of a test the follbwing consider-

ations will be applicable:

(1) The relationship between the test and at least one
relevant criterion must be statistically signifi-
cant....

(2) In addition to statilAtical significance, the relation-
ship between the test and criterion should have prac-
tical significance.

By their terms, these regulations are applicable only to a

criterion-related validity study. The EEOC sets out no analo-

gous requirements for a content validity study.

And the decision itself continues:
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We think that Griggs did not import into Title VII law the con-
cept of "compelling inte-est" developed as a part of the "strict

sscrutiny" standard for assessing certain classifications under
the Fourteenth Amendment. Under this concept, the Court would
balance the disparate impact on blacks against the business pur-
pose of the employer and uphold the business practice only if it

were'sufficiently "compell4ng" to overcome the disparate impact.

It is oUr view that the Supreme Court intended an examination of
the alternatives available with respect to the legitimate employ-
ment objective identified by the employer to determine w'aether
there is available to the employer an alternative practice that
would achieve his business purpose, equally well but with.a lesser
disparate impact by race. In examining alternatives, the risk
and cost to the employer are relevant.

In this case, the plaintiffs had suggested only one alternative

to the use of the FTE for certification purposes: graduation from

an approved program. Because the record .in the case "amply

demonstrates that there are variations in admissions requirements,

academic standards and grading practices at the various teacher

training institutions within the State," and because of the methods

used by the state in approving teacher training programs, the court

held that this alternaliive wouild be less satisfactory for teacher

certification than "the use of a content-validated standardized

test..... The standardized test scores do reflect individual achieve-

ment with respect to specific subject matterscontent, which is di-

rectly relevant to (although not sufficient in itself to assure)

competence to teach...." The use of NTE scores for certification

purposes was therefott held to survive the business necessity test.

Finally, the court examined the uses of the NTE for salary pur-

poses. This use clearly did have a disproportionate impact on

blacks, thus shifting the burden of proof to the State, which iden-

tified its employment objective as "providing an incentive for im-
.

36
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provement, so that teachers without adequate knowledge to teach ef-

fectively will upgrade their capability...." The same evidence of a

rational relationship between this objective and State.pay scales

was nonsidered, as discussed above in the section dealing with

constitutional challenges; the court concluded that the evidence was

sufficient to establish the relationship.

As for the "business necessity" test, the court concluded:

. We believe that a distinction for pay purposes between those who
are qualified as well as between those who are not qualified

survives the business necessity test.' There appears to be no al-

ternative available to the State, within reasonable limits,of
'risk and cost, for providing the incentive necessary to motivate

thousands of persons to acquire, generally on their own time-and
at their own expense, the necessary additional academic training
so that they will be minimally comPetent teachers. Haiiing made

the investment of"'four years in an undergraduate education, it

seems reasonable to try to upgrade the talent of unqualified
te/kchers where possible, rather than rejecting them altogether.

Conclusions: The Legal Issues

Tests may be challenged on either constitutional (equal protecti,on)

or statutory (Title VII) grounds. Generally, plaintiffs in the cases re-

viewed above have asserted that the challenged use of a test has violated

both the constitutional and statutory strictures governing employment

discrimination.

The standard used by the courts in deciding such cases varies ac-

'0*

cording to whether the challenge is on constitutional or statutory

grounds. The basic diiference is that When the use of a test is

challenged on constitutional grounds, its use will come under, "strict

scrutiny" only if its discriminatory impact is held to be intentional;

37 Page 33
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otherwise, the "rational relationship" standard will apply. If, on the

other hand, the test is challenged -on statutory grounds, plaintiffs need

establish only that the test in use has a discriminatory effect, and thQy

are not required to.prove intent, discriminatory effect alone is'suffi-

cient to shift the burden of proof to the employer, who is required to

demonstrate that the test has been validated in terms of job performance.

ritit

Analysis of the Issues

Page 34

De,finition of "Adverse Impact"
"Ns

Clearly, neither' Constitution nor Congress.requires that all

tests used for employment pur.posei be job-related. Judicial scrutiny

is brought to bear only when it has been established that the'use of

a test to assist with some.particular employment decision has an

"adverse impact" -- that is, the practice in question disqualifies

substantially disproportionate numbers of blacks (or, occasionally,

other minorities).

Unfortunately, neither the "disproportionate ngmber" nor the

relevant labor force have been adequately defined by the courts.

Holt et-al. (1975), in their amicus brief for the Washington v.

Davis case, provided a careful analysis of these issues:

(In the Washington v. Davis case), neither the district court nor
the court of appeals made findings concerning the relevant labor
force from which the District of Columbia Police Department draws
its officers and the concomitant relevant labor force parity per-
centage for black officers. Several alternatives apparently were

available to the courts, ranging from the eligible 20-29 age

group in the District of Columbia (c.67% black), to the eligible
20-29 age group in the District of Columbia Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area ("SMSA") (c.24.7% black....), to the eligible
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20-29 age group in the geographic area within a 50-mile radius
(....c.44% black....).

I
4

There is also little exploration in the record of the conse-
quences of the Police Department's affirmative action efforts on
the characteristics by race of the applicant flow to the Depart-
ment in recent years.

And, quoting. the California Fatr Fimployment Practices Commis-

sion Guidelines, "Introduction," BNA, FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES MAN-

UAL, 451-145, p. 34-35:

Raw rejection rates are not necessarily sufficient to evaluate
adverse impact. On many occasions the raw rejection rates must
be compared with an expectation based on the characteristics of
an employer's applicant population and any special recruiting ef-
forts Which bight affect his applicant population. For exAmple,
when an employer is aggressively recruiting minority grou0 mem-
bers from among the "hard core" unemployed who have lower levels
of education and experience than the general population,
disproportionate rejection rates might not be judged evidence of
adverse effect.

With regard to the precise magnitude of the differential

(racial) impact of a testing program, the primary governing state-

ment comes fromAhe landmark Griggs decision, in which the Supreme

Court held illegal on statutory grounds any "requirements Which op-

erated to disqualify Negroes at a substantially higher rate than

their White counterparts .... unless they are demonstrably a reason-

able measure of performance." This rule was elaborated somewhat in

Albemarle Paper Company v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, in Which a prima

facie case of discrimination was held to be one in which "the tests

it question select applicants for hire or promotion in a racial pat-

tern significantly different from that of the pool of applicants."
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Page 36

Job-Relatedness

The issue of job-relatedness, -- its meaning in a legal and a

psychometric sense is the core issue of this paper. From a legal

standpoint, the basic question is what evidence should be required

to establish that a challenged test is (or id not) sufficiently job-

related to justify,its continued use.

According to Willems et al. (1975), the determination of "job-

relatedness" under Title VII requires answers to two basic

questions:

Has the employer selected- an attribute or skill to be measured

which is reasonably related to likely success (or lack of suc-

cess) on the job; and

If so, is the test at issue properly designed and used to measure
the particular attribute selected by thJ employer?

The answer to these questions depends on two factors: the pur-

pose.(the decision being made) for Which'the challenged test is

used, and the state of current knowledge relevant to the decision

being made.

Each different kind of decision implies the need for specific

information about the individual. To make a licensing decision, for

example, requires that we determine only whether the individual

possesses the minimum knowledge or skill required to teach in the

state. A selection decision, on the other hand, implies the need

for more extensive information about the candidate -- information

regarding his or her "fit" with the specific rr_quirements of the job

4 0
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in question. Clearly, a test which is adequate for th'e former pur-

pose might well be entirely inadequate for.the latter; and the evi-

dence required to establish (legally) job-relatedness varies simi-

larly.

..
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GHAPTER'iTI

THE STUDY: A JOB ANALYSIS OF TEACHING

PHASE I: QUESTIONNAIRE, DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND PILOT TESTING

This chapter describes the first phase'of a project intended to produce a

job analysis of teaching. the first step in the job analysis was to develop

an instrument that could be used to define job content and to examine the te-

lationship of job content to joll, context.

During Phase I, 'the servicer of 48 teachers were enlisted to aid in the

development of a list of the tas4 and functions involved in teaching. The

end product of the work of Phase I was a questiornaire d to elicit in-

formation about the number, frequency, and importance of the tasks in the ltst
,

across teachers at different. levels. The quet3tionnaire was to become the

major vehicle-for data collection in Phase

Questionnaire Desip

Phase I of the project was conducted in close cooperation with the

local teachers' associations in two Maryland school districts -- Anne

Arundel County and Cecil County. In each district, eight teachers were se-

lected to serve on each of three Site Committees, one elementary, one mid-

dle, and one secondary school. The teachers were selected to represent a

rarige of teaching levels, sublects, and contexts. In all, 48 teachers par-

ticipated in Phase I: three separate groups of eight teachers from each of

two districtg'comprised the teacher committees.

Page 38
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Recruitment procedures were slightly.different" in the twn districts. In

one, a project descrlption and an invitation to volunteer was sent to all

teachers in the district by the local association. In the other, where a

. list of potential teacher volunteers already existed, teachers on the list

were phoned, given a verbal description of the project, and invited to par-

ticipate. In both cases, the project director and association staff worked

together to select'the committees.

The teacher committees had two major tasks:

1. To assist in identifying and defining basic teaching tasks and func-

tiGns;

2. To code all teaching tasks by deciding which basic teaching func-

tion(s) was (were) served by each task.

The committeeS first met in April 1978, separately by district, but

with all'three'dommittees together within each district. The initial meet-

ing, the first of three, was a dinner meeting. Its purposes were to give

the committee .members and the project director a chance to get to know each

other, to ensure that the nature and goals of the project were understood by

the teachers, and to develop the initial list of basic teaching functions.

At this meeting, teaches were provided with a more complete description of

the background, goals, and procedures of the yroject than they hnd been

given at the time of their initial invitation to participate. They were

also informed about procedures to assure the confidentiality of individual

data, and given an opportunity to ask questions.

In one of=the districtei-- the meeting had an additional organizational

4 3
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mission. liftehat district, the ademinl.stration had reversed its earlier de-
,

cision to provide released,time for .teachers participating in the/Project.

As a result, some discussipn during ;the initial meeting of the'cOmmittees

was given over to an explanation of th# change to the teachers'and to an As-

sessment of their willingneps to work dn the project on their own time.

Teachers were then divided into their three separate committees to

start the task of defining basic teaehing functions. To alleviate some ini-.

tial confusion over the difference between "tasks" and'"functions," working

definitions of the terms were aldopted: "tasks" were defined'as activities

-- "what teachers do" -r an'd "functions" as goals or responsibilities --

"what teachers try to accomplish." By the end of the first meeting, all

committees had completed the task, althoUgh two of the six'elected to define

tasks rather than functions. (There was no serious consequence to this

divergence; at a subsequent meeting, the four committees that had previously

defined functions defined tasks, whilg the two that had defined tasks de-

fined functions).

The second set of meetings, then, in which each committee met as a sepa-
.

rate unit, was devoted to.defining basic teaching tasks (or functions, in

the case of two committees) and to relating the tasks to the basic teaching

functions identified at the first meeting. The product of the second meet-

ing was a list of basic teaching %tasks each coded as to the function or

functions it was thol:Ight to serve. At the third meeting of each committee,

the task and function lists were reviewed and revised.

After the introductory session at the initial meetings, the committees

worked independently of one another. While this independence resulted in
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some duplication and redundancy of task and function definitions, it ensured

that the different levels represented by the committees were accurately and

independently reflected in the documents. (See Appendix IA and Appendix II.)

Following each meeting, all,committee dutput was entered into the AUG-

MENT system for filing, formating, and analysis. AUGMENT is a.computer.ser-

. vice of Tymshare, Inc., which provides, among other capabilities, integrated

text processing and text management. Its use in this project provided stor-

age and re: -ieval of textual proSect data. It giso pioduced legible, neatly

formatted copies of the pro*ts of committee from each meeting in ttne for

review and disCussion by committee members at the next meeting.

Extenstve editing of both the task and function lists was necessary to

reduce the redundancy produced by the independent operation of the

committees. In some cases, the task was trivial. For eXample, all

committees had identified a basic functional category called "Administra-

tion," and the task was simply to reduce the number to a single entrY. In

other cases, the process was less straightforward .:Ind more subjective. .For

example, all committees identified a taak which involved teachers.patrolling

school corridors. Some called it "hall duty," others "policing the hall,"

and one opoke of 'than patrol." Variations in terminology notwithstand.ing,

the tasks were judged to be the same and were combircj into one task called

"hall duty."

Some tasks were dropped from the final list because they were too vague

cr too general. One committee, for instance, defined a task labelled

"teaching;" another listed one called "establishing good behavior patterns."

Although both concepts were represented pn the final list, neither was re-
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tained in its original form. "Teaching" appeared on the final list in some

65 specific teaching techniques.

In an effort to develop comprehensive lists, the committees had been

instructed to list any or all teaching tasks or functions that teachers per-

formed, whether or not individual members of the committees had themselves

performed them. As a check on the adequacy of the coverage Provided by this

procedure, the final list of tiet5iying tasks Was compared with the list of

competencies" given in the Frorida Catalog of Teacher Behavior (Dodl,

1973). Subsequently, fourteen items from the catalog were added to the

list. One such addi,tion was Catalog'item 1254 ("ascertaining interests and

degrees' of motivation by conducting informal inte iews With pupils"); its

inclusion reflects the fact that most of the committees had talked generally

4112pt "motivating students" but none had listed any specific tasks related

to this function.

The'edited final list of teaching tasks is given in Appendix 18. The

list became the major source c7F°Items for a questionnaire intended to pro-

vide data describing the variation in teaching tasks and functions across

positions.

4 6
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Questionnaire Development

AB in

?)

icAted above, the list of teaching tasks formed the basis for a

questionnaire Whose function was to describe the various task components

of teaching across positions. Using the list of tasks as the basic con-

tent of the instrument, four types of related information were to be

collected: time on task, frequency of performance, perceived importance,

and an indication of Which tasks were performed at all (in other words, a

checklist). Time on task was elicited using the folloWing item stem:

For-each of the following tasks or activities, please write the approxi-
mate average amount of time you spend on each task, using the following
scale:

None at all 1

Une hour per month or less 2

One to four hours per month 3

One to four hours per week 4

One or more hours per day 5

Frequency of performance was requested in the following manner:

For each of the following tasks or activities, please rate the approxi-
mate frequency with Which you perfbrm each tisk, using the following
scale:

Never 1

Less than once a month 2

Seldom (1-4 times/month) 3

Occasionally (1-4 times/week) 4

Often (1-4 times/day) 5

Very Frequently (5 or more times/day) 6

4 7
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The following item stem was developed to tap perceived importance:

Please rate the importance in your teaching of each of the folloWing ac-
tivities or factors by placing the appropriate mmber-from t]he following
.scale.in the blank in front of each item:

Not Important, trivial 1

Minor importance -- doesn't matter much 2

Some importance -- could survive without it, but should do it 3

;important -- my teaching performance would suffer without it 4

Very important, vital. 5

Finally, the check list was introduced in the foliowing way:

For the following list of tasks or responsfbilitfes, please plaoe a
check in the space preceding each'item Which applies to your own teach-
ing -- i.e., you do it or are responsible for getting it done.

In all, t1(ere were 92 "time on task" items, 142 "frequency of perfor-
.

4.
mance" items, 45 "checklist" items, and 10 "importance" items. The full

questionnaire appears in Appendix IV.

Because functional categories represented task clusters, they did not

appear in the questionnaire but were rather used to guide the analysis.

As noted earlier, tasks were assigned .to functional categories by the

committees. (See.Appendix III.) A factor analysis was parformed as a.

check'on the committees' assignment of tasks to functions.
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It should\also be noted that the questionnaire included few items re-
\

lated to subject *atter content or specifio instrudtional objectives. The

.4 decision to de-emphasize specific content was based on the committee mem-

berg' assertion.that their instructional objectives are pretty much deter-

'mined by official district-wide curriculum guides. Assuming the accuracy

of this assertion, the molit direct source of information about subject

matter content is the curriculum guide. None iless, a check on the Ara-

.°

lidity of the committees' assertion Was included in the questionnaire in

the form of the following question:

4

To what extent are your instructional goals or objectives determined for

you by an official curriculum or curriculum guide? Please check the

space preceding the response which most closely approximater your own

position.

Not at all; I am competely free to set my own goals

and objectives -

Somewhat; there is an official curriculum,
bur I am free to modify it as I wish

Quite a bit; I am free to add "enrichment" aCtivities

or objectives, but must otherwise adhere to the

official curriculum

Completely

A copy of the questionnaire is included in Appendix rv.
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Results & Discussion

The list of teaching tasks developed by th Site Committees.appears as

Appendix IB to this report; the list of basic tea hing functions is pre-'

sented Is Figure 1. Two of the main functions, Teac ing and Administrative

- Other, were further subdivided And are shown in Figur la. It seems clear

:romtheie documents' that teachers perform a t.remendouslY wide range of ac-

tivities during the normal course of thvir working days.

'

4
Although no reader of the educational research literature of the past

few decades would ever be tempted to conclude that teaching is a simple,

'undemanding job, the literature doeb not come close to describing the

breadth of activities carried out by teachers. Phase I of the project de-

,.-

scribed in this report has demonstrated that in addition to their role as

educators, teachers function as custodians, guidance counselors, record

keepers, purchaiang agents, and security officers, to name only a few of

)their supplementary activities. While it remained for the next phase of the

research to determine how much relative time and importance are allotted to

any or all of the tasks and functions enumerated, it seems an important

finding for its own sake that the list of tasks and functions is so wide.

It appears, for instance, that any court confronted with a challenge to em-

ployment decisions involving teachers should be aware that a teacher's job

encompasses a broP1 range of activities. The range of skills, abilities,

and knowledge that are defensikly to be cobsidered job-related must there-

fore be similarly broad.

Page.46
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paper-and-pencil instrument that describes job cOntent suggests that it is

possible to collect data concerning job content simply and cost effectively.

It would not. seem unreasonable, ,therefore, for the courts to require

districts whose employment practices are challenged on constitutional or

---E-ttutory grounds to defend their procedures with data from their own inter-

nal job analysis of teaching.

Chapter. IV describes the use of the questionnaire in actual data col-

lection. The activities of Phase II provide information that is important

for its own sake but' that also represents evidence concerning the quality

419

and value of the data collected via the questionnaire and about the ques-

tionnaire itself, its comprehensibility and ease of administration.

/
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Figure 1:- Basic teaching functions

1. Aftinistrative -- Supervisory: the teacher's role in managing school
activities

2. Administrative -- Other: (e.g., record-keeping) activities of teach-7

ere which serve the noninstructional needs of the school as an organiza-
tion

3. Classroonclaanagement & environment: the teacher's responsibility for
maintaining a total ewvironment conducive to learning

4. Health and Safety: the teacher's role in safeguarding the health and
well-being of the child in his/her care

5. Housekeeping/Custodial.: the teacher's role in maintaining a clean,

neat, orderly'physical environment'

6. Human Relations: the teacher's role relative to students and
colleagues

78 Legal: what teachers do because they are mandated by statute or regu-
lation, or in order to avoid legal liability

8. Personal Service: the teacher's role as mother, caretaker

98 Professional/Personal: 'th 'teacher's role as a member of a profeasion

10. Public Relations: the teacher's role as visible representative of the

school to the'public

11. Security: the teacher's role in maintaining order, guarding the
School building and supplies, etc.

12. Teaching: the teacher's role as instructor, mentor, counselor

13. Technician: the teacher's role'in operation, repair, or maintenance

of equipment

14. Miscellaneous: everything else

52
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Figure la: Subcategories of Teaching ind Administrative - Other
AO

A. Teaching: The teacher's role as instructor, mentor, counselor-

(1) Instruction (process)

Preparation -

Conducting Lessons
Follow-up
Evaluation

Miscellaneous Instructional

(2) Instruction (goals)

Academ4c

Individual
Social

(3) Guiddhce 4'

Ir

B. Administrative -- Other: e.g record-keeping things teachers do
which serve the non-instructional needs of the school as an organization

(I) Clerical
(2) Materials management (e.g., inventory c)ntrol)
(3) Purchasing
(4) Records management
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CHAPTER IV

PHASE II DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Data Collection

Target districts were selected with the assistance of the New York

qtate nTorpri Teachers. The cooperation .of local NYSUT associations was

-

solicited through a letter'from the NYSUT president to the presidents of the

.4

locals, who were invited to discuss the project either with NYSUT staff or

with the Project Director.

Two weeks later, questionnaires were mailed to tlie 24 participating

districts. (The questionnaire may be found in Appendix IV.) There,

district NYSUT staff distributed the questionnaires by placing them in the

teachers' school mailboxes. Self-addressed, prepaid envelopes were included

so that the questionnaires could be returned directly to ETS.

A total of 3900 questionnaires, went out to teachers in 24 districts.

Usable responses were obtained from 831 teachers in 19 districts.

Questionnaires were considered unusable only if the responding teacher had

not provided any identifying information; a few had, in an excess of zeal

for guarding their own privacy, gone so far as to rip the cover off the

questionnaire, thereby destroying even the district identification.

Questionnaires Which included some but not all of the requested identifying

information (name; school; district; grade(s) taught; subject(s) taught; and

total years teaching experience) were coded for analysis, but were included

only in those analyses for which the rc:sponding :eachers had provided the

needed information.
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Data Reduction

Migsing Data Correlations

of Teaching

Correlations among responses to the JAT questionnaire'were computed

with missing responses foL an item filled in with the mean response for

the item. Sidce all items were answered by most.respohdents and missing

responses were scattered, this treatment seems both simple and appropriate

for avoiding adY possibility of inflating correlations unduly. Indeed,

the procedurt e tends to deflate correlations by putting people with re-

sponses of only, one of a pair of items always exactly at the mean in the

item they have missed rather than above or below. k!cording to the as-

sumption that they resemble people Who are complete in both-items we might

expect them to be above or below in the item they have missed depending on&

'whether the correlation for R11 people was posittve or negative. However,

a strategy for estimating the correlations from vailable Pairs based on,

this rationale often leads to non-Gramian correlation matrices, and even

when it does not it raises questions about how factor scores may'be esti-

mated in a factor analysis. Accordingly it was judged best Eo do as has

been done and possibly lose a little Of the strength.of the correlations

but ret41n the desirable properties of Gramianness in the correlation ma-

trix and factor scorability.

Factor Analyzing 294 JAT Items

Because of the large number (294) of items in the JAT questionnalre,

meaningful interpretations of the results at the item level would be dif-

ficult (if not impossible). ) Accordingly, it was decided to use factor

analysis to reduce the data to a reasonable number of basic job dimen-
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sions. In addition to facilitating overall analysis, it was,hoped that

this procedure waUld allow an empirical test of the fit between the data

and the basic job dimensions defined by teachers in Phase I (see Appendix

II).

In factor analyzing' ,the JAT questionnaire the project staff encoun

tered two major problems. The first was simply the large nurber (294) of

items involvel). The second was the problem of persuading survey

statisticians of the plausibility of factor analysis as A technique for

describing survey content. The general problem of the plausibility of

factor analysis is a_broader question than that of the specific expedients

needed to handle a large number of items or viriablen, "so it merits prior

ity in treatment.

What is most disturbing about factor analysis is that the hypotheti

cal factors are unobservable. To interrelate observable variables seems

.an obvSously useful activity, but to describe the known in terms of the

unknown and unknowable things seems much more questionable.

To meet objections arising from this point of view, we have chosen

methods of factor analysin in Which the unknown sample factor values are

actually estimatable, and in which the estimated population covariance ma

trix of the estimated factor scores is the same as their actual sample

covariance matrix. Thus we say about the population what we see 4n the

sample.

We also are aC'pains to show the estimated reliability of the factor

score estimates, the estimated squared population correlations of

the unknown and unknowable factors with their estimates. These
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reliabilities can provide reassurance that while our factors are unknown

and must remain absolutely unknowable in absolute terms, we can neverthe-

less narrow the range of error abodt them sufficiently for our estimates

% .

to be regarded as composites of observable variables that measure the hy-

pothetical and unknowable factors with an acceptable degree of precision.

The-large number of items in the JAT questionnaire necessitated de-

veloping a special way of carrying out a factor analysis to avoid expen-

sive, time consuming computations. To this end the items were separated

into systematic thirds. The first third consisted of items 1, 4, 7,...,

292; the'second, of items 2, 5, 292; and the third, of items 3, 6,

9,..., 294. It was anticipated that the redundancy of the questconnaire

would be such that each of these three subsets of items would contain much

the same content as the complete questionnaire, at least insofar as their

most important features were concerned.

Accordingly, each subset of 98 items was subjected to an analysis for

10 canonical orthogonal factori using a restricted method of factor analy-

sis as noted above, which parsimoniously determines estimates of factor
r'

scores Whose population covariance matrik is the same as their actual sam-

ple covariance matri,.x. The reliability of the factor score estimates ob-
ro'

tained ranged.from .65 to .95.

The factor scores coefficients matrices were then scaled so that the

factor scores would have unit error variance. The 30 x 30 covariance ma-

trix for these unit error variance factor scores was then computed and an-

alyzed for 10 second order factors and the factor matrix so obtained was

transformed into a canonical orthogonal analysis of the 30 x 30 estimated
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factor score intercorrelation matrix. At this point it was posaible to

trj, to verify the primary factor analyses of the 98 item subsets.

In particular, we found that the communalities of the second oraer

factors reproduced the reliabilities of the first order factor analysis

very closely for the first 7 factors of the first set of 98 items, the

first 8 factors of the second set and the first 6 factors of the third

set. Accordingly, it was decided that these 21 factors in total were an

adequate number within which to look for common factors over the three

sets,

The primary analyses were then redone, obtaining 7 Lectors for the-

first set of 98 items, 8 for the second, and 6 for the third. In terms of

these revised first order factors, a new second order factor analysis was

carried out. It now took 9 second order factors to determine

commdnalitl.es that reproduced the reliabilities of the primary analysis

for all 21 first order)yactors extremely closely. These 9 second order

factors not only reproduced the reliabilities of the first order factors,

but also reproduced the correlations amcmg the first order factors quite

well.

Because the coefficients to determine the first Order factor score

estimates existed, and another set of coeffiCients existed to convert the

first order factor scores to the second order factor b.:ores, we could and

did obtain factor score coefficients Which described the canonical second

order factors from the values of the original 294 item scores. It is from

this factor score coefficients matrix for 9 second order canonical factors

score estimates and their estimated reliabilities that the canonical
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orthosonal factor matrix is obtained. From this factor matrix the

comwunalities of the original 294 items are then computed.

In this way we obtained a 9 factor canonical orthogonal analysis of

the 294 item JAT correlation matrix. The problem then was to turn the

canonical orthogonal analysis into an equivalent oblique analysis

exhibiting as simple a structure as possible. The purpose of this step

was, of course, to facilitate interpretation of the factors.

Since It is true that an equally well-fitting oblique factor solution

can'be derived from a canonical ,orthogonal one for any matrix of factor

correlations, it behooverus to choose a methoa for obtaining'an oblique.

solution that'is well rationalized. We note that the oblique factor score

coefficients in conirriction with the canonical factur matrix completely

determines the oblique factor correlations. Thus it seems best to derive

our oblique factors by requiring that the matrix of coefficients for their

factor score estimates should have a maximum "varimax criterion. This

criterion function tends to make as many elements of the columns of a ma-

trix as close to zero as podsible, and, applied to the ,factor score

coefficients, identifies each factor score-estimate most strongly with

some subset of the variables. Only as much correlaEion among the factors

emerges as is necessary for clarifying the identification of the factor

scores with the variables. //

The elements of the pattern and structure matrices arise as conse-

quences of this choice of factor scores coefficient matrix. The pattern

of implication then is first that the oblique factor scores coefficient

mLtrix and the canonical orthogonal factor matrix determine the factor
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correlations. Then the oblique factor scores coefficients and the unique

. factor variances determine the oblique factor pattern matrix, while final-

ly the oblique factor pattern matrix ahd toe oblique factor correlation

Matrix determine the oblique factor structure matrix.

In this method, what is observable by way of the simpltn.cation of

the coefficietits used in forming actual oblique factor scores is the basis

for estimatink the theoretical oblique factor pat'cern matrix. Thus,

again, what we see .in the sample determines the theoretical oblique factot

model.

To the well-informed student of confirmatory 'factor analysis thia

method may seem strange.. The estimated model characteristics 'are com-

pletely induced from observable sample characteristics, and no'scope has

been left for subjective hypotheses about the.p ior nature of the factors

of the JAT questionnaire. The reason or this is plain: It is extremely

difficult to forilulate meaningful prior hypotheses about the relationships

among the 294 items of the JAT survey. .Indeed, in great part the project

vas undertaken to provide a basis for framing such hypotheses. What is

needed, then, was just such an e pirical induction as we have developed.

The Nine Factors: Basic Dimensions of Teaching?

The nine oblique factov obtained from the analysis described above

are listed below (Table 1) toge-ther with their reliabilities; correlations

among the factors may be found in Table 2. In addition, listings of all

questionnaire items with factor loadings greater than .30 are in Appendix

V.
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The rAsults of a factor analysis like the one performed in this pro-

ject are useful to the extent that they reduce the data to a set of mean-

ingful and reliable variables. This reduction allows subsequent analyses

to be based on meaniAgful aggregates of item scores, adding considerably

to both the reliability and thcomprehensibility of the results.

As cat be seen in Table 1, the nine factors Which emerged from the

JAT Queltiontaire are not only interpretable but represent an intuitively

reasonabld set of basic teaching job:limensions. the lowest factor reli-

ability is .7742, with the other eight reliabilities all greater than .92.

Moreover, although ttie factors are not independent (there is after all no

adequate a priori reason to expect basic job dimensions to be independent

of one another) , their int,arcorrelations (Table 2) are low enough to allow

them to be viewed as sufficiently:different for separate examination and

analysis.
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TABLE 1: The nine factors and their reliabilities

FACTOR 1: Busy Work -- Care of school, classroom, and students
Reliability: .9464

FACTOR 2: Administration (School)
Reliability: .9307

FACTOR 3: Testing and Evaluation
Reliability: .9511

FACTOR 4: Instructional Breadth (Breadth of Instructional Goals)
Reliability: .9344

FACTORM: Counselling, Guidance, & Referrals
Reliability: .9475

FACTOR,6: Administration (Classroom)
Reliability: .93,55

FACTOR 7: Teaching
Reliability: .9259

FACTOR-8: Enrichment Acttvities
Reliability: .9220

FACTOR 9: Extra-Curricular Activities
Reliability: .7742

1

TABU 2:

3

OBLIQUE FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX

4 5 6 . 7 8 9

1 1-0000 0.2152 0.3785 -0.0470 0.5501 0,4119 0.4495 0.4740 0.1301

2 0.2152 1.0000 0.1088 0.1647 0.3190 -0.1075 -0.0223 0.1951 0.3457

3 0.3785 0.1088 1.0000 -0.1366 0.3582 0.1295 0.5025 0.1080 0.2495

4 -0.0470 0.1647 -0.1366 1.0000 0.0251 -0.1305 0.0768 -0.2813 0.1651

5 0.5501 0.3190 0.1582 0.0251 1.0000 0.5130 0.4756 0.4743 0.1010

6 0.4119 -0.1075 0.1295 -0.1305 0.5130 1.0000 0:5478 0.7268 -0.3002

7 0.4495 -Q.0223 0.5025 0.0768 044756 0.5478 1.0000 0.6016 -0.1076
8 0.4740 0.1951 0.1080 -0.2813 0.4743 0.7268 0.6016 1.0000 -0.0227

9 0.1301 0.3457 0.2495 0.1651 0.1010 -0.3002 -0.1076 -0.0227 1.0000
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Relationship Between The Nine Factors and the A Priori Job Dimensions

During Phase I of this project, the six site committees individually

defined what,they considered to be "basic teaching functions." These

"functions" were then sorted and merged'by profect staff and re-presented

to the site committees. From this process there emerged the fourteen

basic teaching functions previously discussed.

These functiohs represent basic dimensions of the job of teaching as

seen by job incumbents, the teachers. Consequently, the adequacy of the
ft

results of the JAT Questionnaire factor analysis and of the interpretation

of these results may be further tested by comparing these "a priori" job

dimensions to those defined by factor analysis.

Table 3 lists the nine JAT Questionnaire factors. Below each factor

can be found the a priori job dimension corre'sponding to each factor (com-

plete lists of the a priori dimensions, together with the questionnaire

items Which site committees thought were related to each dimension, m'ay be

found in Appendix III).
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TABLE 3: A Priori Job Dimensions Compared with the Nine JAT Questionnaire

Factors

FACTOR 1: Busy Work -- Care of school, classroom, and students

3. Classroom management & environment

4. Health and Safety

5., Housekeeping/Custodial: The teacher's role in me_ntaining a clean,

neat, orderly envirodment

§. Personal Service: the teacher's role as mother, caretaker

FACTOR 2: Administration (School)
\it

1. Administrative -- Supervisory: The teacher'a role in managing

school activities.

2. Administrative -- Other: things teachers do which serve the non

instructional needs of the school as an organization

2.1. Clerical

2.2. Materials management (e.g., inventory control)

2.3. Purchasing

9. 'Professional/Personal:

11. Security: The teacher's role in maintaining order, guarding the

school building and supplies, etc.

FACTOR 3: Testing and Evaluation

12.1.4. Evaluation

FACTOR 4: Instructional Breadth (Breadth of Instructional Goals)

12.2. Instruction (goals)

12.2.1. Academic

12.2.2. Individual

12.2.3. Social

FACTOR 5: Counselling, Guidance, & Referrals

10. Public Relations: The teacher as visible representative of the

school to the public

12.3. Guidance
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FACTOR 6: Administration (Classroom)

2.4.1/4"-Records management'w""w

12.1.1. Preparation

FACTOR 7: Teaching

12.1.2: Conducting Lessons

12.1.3. Follow-up

FACTOR 8: Enrichment Activities

12.1.5. Miscellaneous Instructional

FACTOR 9: Extra-Curricular Activities

The Job of Teaching

, The relation§hip between the Phase I a priori model and the structure

which. emergea from the factor analysis appears too koarC to be a

sari.

coincidence. There is of course no empirical basis, no statistical method

for tasting this relationship; Table 3 was constructed by comparing item

/

A

content across a priori dimensions and JAT factors.
7
evertheless, t is

highly reassuring to discover that the "shotgun" of factor analysis has

struck so.close to its target -- especially when, as in this case, the

shotgun was fired without aiming (i.e., the factor analysis described

above was not a targeted factor analysis; the factor structure is the one

Which best fits the data without regard for any a priori hypothetical mod-

els).

Of the fourteen basic a priori dimensions, all but four fit

conceptually with the empirically derived nine-factor model. IThe five

Which did not fit cleanly were: 6. Human Relations; 7. Legal (things

teachers do because they are mandated by statute or regulation or in order

to avoid legal liability); 13. Technician (Operation, repair, or mainte-

nance of equipment); and 14. Miscellaneous.-,These dimensions, however,
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are all dimensions for Which participating teachers identified relatively

few items as related to the dimension;

reliable of the Phase I dimensions.

consequently, they are the least

This does not mean that they do not

Oconstitute a part, even an important part, of the teacher's job. It does

mean that, whether or not they are part of the job of teaching, they are

not measured in a differentially identtfiable way by the JAT Question-

naire.

Summary: Job Structure

In. Phase I of this project, practicing teachers conceptually defined

the basic dimensions of their jobs and listed tasks Which they performed

on each dimension. These task definitions constituted the content of the

JAT Questionnaire administered in Phase II. Factor analysis of the Fhase

II data resulted in the ider 'fication of nine oblique factors, highly re-

liable and with relatively low overlap. These factors correspond'

thoderately well with the basic job dimensions defined in Phase I.

4

The correspondence between the empirically and the conceptually de-

rived job dimensions leads us to the following conclusions:

1. The job of teaching can be divided into discrete job dimensions.

2. These dimensions can be reliably measured by suitable paper-and-

pencil instruments (in this case, the JAT Questionnaire).

3. The results of.such measurement may be used to evaluate the rela-

tionship(s) between job content and contextual variables.

The analyses reported below are based on factor scores derived from

th4-factor analysis of the JAT Questionnaire. These factor scores are ex-

pressed in terms of deviation from the mean (2 scores); consequently, re-

latively small numeric differences in means (e.g., among teachers at dif-
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ferent grade levels, or in differezit school districts) are equivalent to

relatively large 'differences in itcrn scores.

Pi
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Data Analysis

Situational,Determinants of Job Content: ,Grade Level Taught

One of ihe most intuitively obvious situational determinants of job

content is the grade level taught. Most educators will readily agree that

elementary and secondary school teachers have jobs which are significantly

and fundamentally different. Press for detail2and elaboration, however,

and much of the agreement disappears.

A review of the data in the tables below shows clearly.that in this

casa popular opinion is rig!-,t. In,our sample, at least, job content var-

ied consistently and significantly across all nine job dimensions.

The picture which emerges from the data is one of a gradual and sys-

tematic change in job content across grade levels. Compared to teachers

in lower grades, teachers in the higher grades tend to give le*s stress to

the following dimensions: Factor 1 (Busy Work -- Care of school, class-

room, and students); Factor 5 (Counselling, Guidance, & Referrals); Factor

6 (Administration (Classroom)); Fact,-;.1. 7 (Teaching); and Factor 8 (Enrich-

ment Activities). On the other hand, they are more involved than their

lower-grade peers with Factor 2 (Administration (School)); Factor 3 (Test-

ing and Evaluation); Factor 4 (Instructional Breadth (Breadth of Instruc-

tional Goals)); and Factor 9 (Extra-Curricular Activities).

Factor 4 (Instructional Breadth) results are inverted because all

items on this dimension have negative loadings; consequently, the higher

factor scores of teachers in the higher grades actually suggest a general

68
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Table .4: .Relationship between Factor 1 (Busy Work -- Care of school,
classroom, and students) and .Grade Taught

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

100.035 3 3.345 36.225 0.0000

682.087 741 0.920

Grade Level . Mean : Std Dev I:

Kinderg,rten to 3 0.3897, 0.9428 200

.,--- Greater than 3, less than/equal to 6 0.2644 0.9648 216

Greater than 6, less than/equal to 9 -0.2387 0.9488 154'

Greater than 9, less than/equal to 12 -0.5118 0.9807 175

Table 5: Relationship between Factor 2 (Administratiob (School)).and Grade
Tauiht

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig. :

Between Groups

Within Groups

81.972 3 27.324 27.186 0.0000

744.763 741 1.005

Grade Level Mean : Stcl

Kindergarten to 3 -0.3088 0.9705 200

Greater than 3, less than/equal to 6 -0.2321 0.9190 216

Greater than 6, less than/equal to 9 0.3666 1.0573 154

Greater than 9, less than/equal to 12 0.4210 1.0847 175
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Table 6: Relationship between.Factor 3 (Testing and Evaluation) and Grade
Taught

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

110.415 3 36.805 41.459 0.0000

657.824 741 0.888

A
Orade Level

Kindergarten to 3

; Greater than 3, less than/equal to 6.

Greater than 6, less than/equal to.9

Greater than 9, less than/equal to 12

6

Mean : Std Dev

-0.5399 0.9141 200

-0.0083 0.9939 216

0.3320 0.9119 154

0.4516 0.9344 175

Table 7: Relationship between Factor 4 (Instructional Breadth (Breadth of In-
structional Goals)) and Grade Taught ' -

L

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Squar/ : /Sig. :

Between 'Groups

Within Groups

14.451 . 3 . 4.817 4.252 0.0054

839.400 741 1.133

Grade Level Mean : Std Dev

_Kindergarten to 3 -0.0493 0.4087 200

Greater than 3, less than/equal to 6 -0.2038 1.7798 216

Grea-ter than 6, less than/equal to 9 0.0961 0.5659 154

Greater than 9, less than/equal to 12 0.1474 0.6613 175
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Table 8: Relationship between Factor 5 (Counselling, Guidance, & Referrals) and
Grade Taught

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

23.439 3 7.813 7.509 0.0000
0 L.

771.011 741 1.041

Grade Level Mean : Std 1)NT : N.

Klndergarten to 3

Greater than 3, less than/equal to

Greater than 6, less than/equal to

Greater than 9, less than/equal to

0.1390 0.9135 200

6 0.1506 0.9302 216

9 -0.0914 1.1200 154

12 -0.2767 1.1422 175

Table 9: Relationship between Factor 6 (Administration (Classroom)) and Grade
Taught

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig. :

Between Groups

Within Groups

* A

295.162 3 98.387 143.55 0.0000

507.889 741 0.685

Grade Level Mean : Std Dev

Kindergarten to 3 0.6642 0.8060 200

Greater than 3, less than/equal to 6 0.4050 0.8669 216

Greater than 6, less than/equal to 9 -0.5316 0.9170 154

Greater than 9, less than/equal to 12 -0.8557 0.7127 175
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Table 10: Relationship between Factor 7 (Teaching) and Grade Taught

Source ,: Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square :

Between Groups

Within Groups

: Sig.

31.003 3 10.334 10.178 0.0000

752.391 741 1.015

Grade Level

Kindergartgn to 3

Greater than 3, less than/equal to

Greater than 6, less than/equal to

\ Greater than 9, less than/equal to

Mean.

0.1559
i

: Std Dev

0.9322 200

6 0.2009 0.9838 216

9 -0.1859 1.0861 154

12 -0.2630 1.0474 175

Table 11: Relationship between Factor 8 (Enrichment Activities) and. Grade
-Taught

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

163.844 3 54.615 64.511 0.0000

627.326 741 0.847

Grade Level

Kindergarten to 3

Greater than 3, less than/equal to

Greater than 6, less than/equal to

Greater than 9, less than/equal to
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0.4480

: Std Dev

0.8565 200

6 0.3965 0.9179 216

9 -0.4161 0.9348 154

12 -0.6006 0.9782 175
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Table 12: Relationship between Factor 9 (Extra-Curricular Activities) and Grade
Taught

41111010

Source Sum of Squares : D.F. :.Mean Square : .F-- : Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

162.003 3 54.001 49.994 0.0000

800.388 741 1.080

Grade Level : Mean : Std Dv : N

Kindergarten to 3 -0.5997 0.7421 200

Greater than 3, less than/equal to 6 -0.1288 0.9387 216

Greater than 6, less than/equal to 9 0.3486 1.1826 154

Greater than 9, less than/equal to 12 0.6237 1.2851 175
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narrowing of eduéational objectives in the upper grades. Examination of

the item scores beas out this impression; of the 20 basic educational ob-

jectives included in the questionnaire .c.see Questionnaire, section 9),

only two (career preparedness and test-taking skills) were checked more

often by teachers of the higher grades than by teachers in the lower grade
A

levels.

It might be tempting to brush aside,this relatively narrow range of

;

goals in the higher grades as an instrumental artifact, asserting that

respondents could after all not check any goals or objectives which did

not find their way onto the JAT Questionnaire. Although this possibility
9

cannot be completely discounted, two points should be remembered. First,

the JAT Questionnaire was produced by representative groups of teachers

drawn from all grade levels, so secondary school teachers provided just as

much input to the list of goals and objectives ag die elementary school

teachers. Second, although the difference in breadth of instructional

goals is highly significant (pe.01.12), it is not large in absolute terms;

teachers at higher grade levels may have checked somewhat fewer goals than

their lower-grade peers, but the range was nevertheless broad. The gen-

eral tendency across all teachers, regardless of grade level, was to indi-
.

cate that api,roximately three quarters of t;he listed goals were ones which

they pursued in their own teaching.
. -

Despite such cautions in interpreeing the data regarding relation-

ships between grade level taught and job content, the overall picture is

clear. Grade level is clearly, significantly, meaningfully, and consist-
.

ently related to job content. Teachers of the lower grades tend to spend

relatively large amounts of time (and attribute greater importance to)

taking care of their students and their classrooms; in maintaining per-
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sonal relationships with their students, and counselling and guiding them;

and in general classroom mariagement. Additionally, they use a broader

range of teaching techniques to 16i;rsue a someWhat broader range of educa-

tional objectives.

On the latter point, it is interesting to note that individual item

scores again fit well with intuitive notions about grade level differ-

ences. For.example, although most of the teaching techniques included in

the seventh section of the JAi Questionnaire are used more by teachers in
re,

the lower grades, the lecture method (item 7.32) is used more and more

often as grade level increases -- the average 1-3 teacher lectures

I I seldom" (1-4 tithes a month), while the averag teacher of grades 10-12

lectures 14 times a month. Results at the intermediate grade levels fit

the same pattern, falling between these two points.

As grade level increases, there is a gradual increase in the weight

teachers give to administrative activities related to the school as a

whole. They are also more involved with testing and evaluatipg students,

and they give considerably more stress to extra-curricular activities.

On the Whole, this image of the teacherTh job is entirely consistent

with popular notions about teaching. In the lower grades, teachers must

spend considerable time in teaching children how to learn and how to

behave appropriately in' their individual classrooms and in the school as a

whole. Additionally, they are expected to cover a broad range of subject

matter in pursuit ofln equally broad range of objectives. In contrast,

teachers at the high'er grade levels can generally assume (although not al-

ways correctly) thit tfieir students already know what is expected of them

behaViorally and are equipped with the skills and knowledge nceded for

greater concentration on specific areas. As grade level rises, teachers
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become more specialized, focussing an the delivery of knowledge of spe-

cific subject areas. Their role in general socialization of their charges

shifts ayay from an emphatEtis on individual growth toward one of concentra-

ting on group interactions and activities.

thuational Determinants of Job Content: the Employing District

As a Whole, the data concerning the relationship between the district

in which a teacher works and the content of the teacher's job are striking

but difficult to interpret. Tables 13-21 (below) summarize the results

from ane-Way analyses of variance across all twenty districts from which

responses to the JAT Questionnaire were obtained. On seven out of the

nine JAT factors, highly significant differences in job content were ob-

served. The two exceptions were Factor 4 (Initructional Breadth)' and Fac-

-tor 7 (Teachifig).

Table 13:. Relationship' between Factor 1 (Busy Work --Care of school, class-
room, and students) and Employing District

Source : Sum of Squares : p.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig.

Between Groups 38.870 19 2.046 1.978 0.0076

Within Groups 838.609 811 1.034

Table 14: Relationship between Factor 2 (Administration (School)) and Employing
District

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups
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7
Table 15: Relationship between-Factor 3 (Testing a frl Evaluation) and Employing

District

.Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig. :

Between Groups

Within Groups

57.237 19 3.012 3.000 0.0000

814.389 811 1.004

,Table 16: Relationship between Factor 4 (InstructionalBreaath (Breadth of In-
structioftl Goals))' and Employing District

No significant differences (p.,0.8961)

Table 17: Relationship between Factor 5 (Counselling, Gutdance, & Referrals)
and Employing District

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig. :

Between Groups

Within Groups

66.355 19 3.492 3.489 0.0000

811.829 811 1.001

Table 18: Relationship between Factor 6 (Administration (Classroom)) and Em-
ploying District

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

43.954 19 2.313 2.218 0.0021

845.875 811 1.043

Table 19: Relationship between Factor 7 (Teaching) and Employing District

No significant differences (p--0.3146)
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Table 20: Relationship between Factor 8 (Enrichment Activities) and Employing
District

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

82.036 19 4.318 4.277 0.0000

818.662 811 1.009

Table 21: Relationship between Factor 9 (Extra-Curricular Activities) and Em-
ploying District

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

86.597 19 4.558 3.736 0.0000

989.513 811 1.220

Striking though these results are, they tell us only that differences

exist. Although this is far from a trivial finding -- thf existence,of

interdistrict differences in job content has long been claime

J
b t

liundocumented -- our results demonstrate but do not explain the di -

ences.

At least some of the differences seem to be assoeiated with district

size. If we categorized districts as urban, su urban, or rural, depending

on their size, significant and consistent differences in job content were

observed on Factor 5 (Counselling, Guidance, & Referrals), Factor 6

(Classroom Administration), Factor 7 (Teaching), and Factor 8 (Enrichment

Activities). These differences are summarized i Tables 22-25, below.

These data suggest that as district size increases, so does the im-

portance to the teacher's job of counselling, guidance, and referrals;
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Table 22: Relationship between Factor 5 (Counselling, Guidance, & Refells)
and Employing District, Categorized as Urban / Suburban / Rural

. District Type Mean : Std Dev : N

Rural

Suburban

Urban

-0.2196 1.0513 109

-0.1005 0.9537 386

0.1928 1 .."78,t) 333°

Source/ : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig.

Between Groups

Within Groups

21.538 2 10.769 10.387 0.0006

855.376' 825 1.037

Table 23: Relationship between Factor 6 (Administration (Classroom)) and Em-
ploying District, Categorized as Urban / Suburban / Rural

District Type Mean : Std Dev

Rural -0.3360 1.1492 109

Suburban -0.0206 1.0558 386

Urban 0.1454 0.9404 333

Source : Sum of Squares : D.P. : Mean Square : F Sig. :

Between Groups

Within Groups

19.492 2 9.746 9.291 0.0001

865.399 825 1.049
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Table 24: Relationship between Factor 7 (Teaching) and Employing District, Cat-
egorized as Urban / Suburban / Rural

District Type : Mean : Std Dev

Rural -0.2328 1.0387 109

Suburban -0.0065 1.1009 386

Urban 0.0797 0.9594 333

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F Sig.

.Between Groups

Within GroUps

8.036 2 4:018 3,730 0.0244

888.692 825 1.077

Table 25: Relationship between Factor 8 (Enrichment Acttvities) and Employing
District, Categorized as Urban / Suburban / Rural

District Type : Mean : Std Dev

Rural -0.4766 1.0377 109

Suburban 0.0188 1.0602 386

Urban 0.1391 0.9804 333

Source : Sum of Squares : D.F. : Mean Square : F : Sig. :

Between Croups 31.330 2 15.665 14.887 0.0000

Within Groups 868.129 625 1.052
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classroom administration; use of a broad range of teaching techniques; and

enrichment activities in general.

Not all of the differences in job content across districts 4ere asso-

ciated with district size. Other factors (e.g., geograPhic location,

socioeconomic status) may well account for these differences; for the:mo-

ment, however, all we can say with confidence is that the differences do

exist.

Teaching Experience

It is common Howledge that older, more experienced ttachers exhibit

different patterns of job behaviot from those of their younger, less expe-

rienced colleagues. And so they may -- but not along many of the dimen-

sions measured by the JAT Questionnaire. Of the nine basic JAT factors,

-only one (Factor 8 -- Enrichment Activities) was signi;icantly related to

teaching experience. As can be seen in Table 26, increasing experience

was associated with increased use of "enrichment" activities (e.g., dra-

matic readings, multiple texts, skits, independent study). The shift ap-

peared most marked in the first five years of teaching.
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table 26: Relationship between Factor 8 (Enrichment Activities) and
total years teaching experience

Years teaching experlence: Mean :Std. Dev. N

Les.s than / equal to 1

2 through 3

4 through 6

7 through 12

More than 12

-0.9419

-0.6093

-0.0274

1.0.0876

0.1446

0.5390 10

0.9105 21

0.9399 78

1.0142 266

1.0322 388

Source : Sum of Squares : D.E. : Mean Square : F : Sig. :

Between Groups

Within Groups
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The JAT Questionnaire developed in Phase II of the project was adminis-

tered to teachers in 24 districts scattered across. New York State. Results

obtained from 831 teachers in the 19 responding districts strongly support the

use of such methods for at least basic measurement of job content; the data

indicatad that the Questionns.ire was a reliable technique for assessingnine

basic dimensions of the job of teaching. These results should of course be

regarL-1 as tentative, pending cross-validation in other distriets; neverthe-

less, r1 usc! of the.questionnaire method in job analysis clearly seems effec-

tive, ac least for the legal purposes Which motivated this project.

lhe most important conclusion suggested by our data is deceptively

simple: the job of ceaching is complex, demanding, and variable. Variation

in job content seems to be related to a large number of factors. The results

of this project suggest the importance as determinants of job content of grade

level tatic_Iht and the district in which the teacher is employed; subsequent re-

search could no doubt elaborate on aed explain the influence of these vari-

ables, and might well establish the importance of other factors (e.g., commu-

nity socioeconomic scatus).

The extent of the differences in job content observed in this study

should make the courts extremely cautious in evaluating the job-relatedness of

the criteria used in selecting and evalaing teachers. Grade level accounted

for a greaert': proportion of the variance in job content than did other vari-

ables; nevt>rtheless, thestrength of the district effect on factors 5-8, and

the impact of teaching exp4-ience on factor 8, suggest that even claims of job
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content similarity for teachers at the same grade level should be treated with

some suspicion. Although a first grade.teacher obviously has a job which more

strongly resembles that of another first grade teacher than that of a high

school physics teacher, it seems likely that at least along certain dimensions

the differences may be more important than the similarities. At the very

least, there is a strong possibility that Op two positions differ enough to

render inappropriate any employment practices based on the assumption of

similarity. That is, the use of a set of (for example) selection procedures

for first grade teachers validated against job analysis data from. on, district

cannot be assumed to be valid for the selection of first grade teachers in an-

other district.

Fortunately, the results of this project also show that it :is both rea-

sonable and feasible for the courts to require school districts to perform

their own job analysis of teaching to obtain evidence concerning the job-

relatedness of challenged employment procedures. The JAT Questionnaire devel-

oped for this project is self-administering, takes approximately two hours to

complete, and can be scored and analyzed by ally organization with reasonable

-

data processing facilities. Although such methods cannot be presumed to be

the equivalent of a full-blown job analysis, co14lete with observation,

interviews, work diaries, and the fu7.1 panoply of devices dear to the heart of

most job analysts, they are far better than no job analysis at all.
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APPENDIX IA: Master List of Teaching Tasks
Sorted but Unedited

1. accident reports

2. activity neriods (clubs, intramurals)

3. adapt classroom management and procedures to include the mainstreamed,
handicapped and special.education children

4. adapt classrooms to meet the needs of handicapped students

5. adapt curriculum to meet individual children's needs

6. adhere to curriculum guides

7. adjust heater fan

8. adjust shades

9. administer and correct standardized tests (e.g., IOWA, C.A.T., Metropolitan
Tests)

10. administer first aid to students

11. administer standardized tests

12. administer state,mandaEed tests

13. Administration of funds

record keeping

lost property assessment (obligation cards)
,,11kai

14. advise in registration and scheduling of students

15. advisors to clubs

16. after lunch late passes

17. after-school activities (e.g., decorating, attending functions, videotaping:N.

programs)

18. after-school tutoring

19. all.units used must be metric

20. always on discipline duty

21. annotated records

22. answer phone

23. answering telephones to fill in for administrativ,,! personnel

9
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24. appreciation of fine arts as a personal activity and as a contribution to

society

25. arrange and clean desks

26. arrange for assemblies

27. arrange for field trips -- busses, money, superviSe

28. arrange for speakers

29. arrange parties, field days, and other socials for children

30. arrangements conducive to learning

31. arranging classroom

32. arranging field trips (send hotes, get parental permission, arrange for\

snacks and drinks, call ahead for information, over night) 4111

33. articulation cards

34. assemblies

35. assembly monitoring

36. assembly supervision during class

37. assign homework

38. assign, collect, evaluatt.,homework

39. assigning and collecting texts

40. assigning detentions

41. assigning lockers

42. assist in establishing county/district goals for academic instruction

43. assist in maintaining the overall order of the school

44. assist with fire drills

assisting administrators

46. attend faculty meetings

47. attend inservice activities to develop and revise cul.riculum

48. attend pro,essional meetings outside school

49, attend professional meetings, conferences, and workshops

50. attend to sick children J.Y

51, attend workshops

91
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52. attendance registers

53. attendance slips

54. attending conventions

55. attending exhibits to gather information for students

56. attending professional conferences

57. attending professional meetings.for imprOVewent

58. audio-visual materialsselecting, organizing and presenting0

59. audio-visual technician

60. averaging frades

61. averaging grades and maintain gradeecords

62. basic sexual education and family life

63. tiasic skills (e.. bt?Ing, tie shoes, button coats)

64. basic skills (e.g., reading, math, basic physical skills, st,tdy skills)

65. be aware of students' of allergies, illnesses

66. be fair and c4bsistent in dealing with students

67. become aware of new mav.erials, equipment, teaching strategies

68. behavior modi,fication techniques (e.g., using treats to reward desired

behavior)

69. behavioral (crisis) referrals

70. behavioral forms

71. behavioral referrils (for actions relating to the safety of o*tkler children)

72. behavioral referrals

73. board committees

74. book orders -- collect money, svbmit orders, and distribute books

75. bringing in daily newspaper

76. bulletin boards

77. bus count

78. bus duty

79. bus duty -- evacuation drill, seat assignments, make sure tnat students

get, on and off in an orderly manner
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80. bus duty (morning and afternoon)

81. buying groceries for classroom use

82. buying materials for kids

83. cafeteria -- serving food

84. call parents to tell them their ki&i are doing well

85. career counselling

86. carnivals, field days, etc. -- not on school days (bake cakes, etc.; run

booths)

87. carry out policies from the Board of Education

88. GETA employees' training

89. challenge students

90. chaperoning activities

91. chauffeuring students home after school

92. checklinnouncements

93. check Individual Educational Plans or individual contracts

94. check lavatories

95. check mail box, read and sort mail

96. check parking lot, 'clear of loitering students

97. check roll

98. checking attendance

99. checking lavatories for discipline

100. checking lavatories for maintenance

101. checking mail box

102. checking schoolwide attendance sheet to spot truants

103, child abuse reporting

104, Child Find: identify students' special needs in accordance with

government regulations .

105. child retraining (behavior modificat_ion)

10h. citizenship

Page 4, APPENDIX IA
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107. cl4ss coverage -- covering classes for emergen4 situations and
extrcurricular activities

108. class projects (gifts, literary effort,
40
etc)

109. classroom management

110. clean "boards

111,. clean desks in and out -- kid and teacher desks

112. clean erasers

113. clean out lockers

114. clean up after extracurricular activities

115. clean up classroom and/or special areas

116. cleaning ditEc machines

117. cleaning up work areas

118. clerical

child retraining, etc.

followthrough on parent signatures

inventories

maintaining attendance records

maintaining book records 0

managing book clubs

money collection (e.g., pictures, March of Dimes, United Fund, newspaper)

passing out and collecting forms (e.g., federal forms)

preparing or maintaining cumulative records, readiug, math, articulation
records

preparing report cards

recording scores on classwork

119 tlub advisor

120. coacning academic clubs

121. code absentees (determine absence codes)

122. collect absentee notes

123. collect and maintain records of sales projects

94
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124. collect field trip slips and money

125. collect money

126. collect picture money

127. collecting-money

128. collecting project money

129. committee meeting (in-school)

130. committee meObership (e.g., research studies)

01. Pnmmittee membership

132. committees (Board of Education) -- hearings, budget, etc.

133. committees

committees: Board committees

CAC (Citizens Advisory Coincil)

committees: faculty council

committees: faculty meetings

. committees: grievaLce

committees: human relatiors

committees: PTA

committees: reading -- state and local levels

committees: social
/-

committeea: team or grade group

committees: textbook evaluation

134. communicate student progress and concerns to parents (report cards,

conferences, notes, telephone calls)

135, communicate with parents via letter, phone, or personal contact

136, communicating Lith staff

137, community-related activities:

Citi7.ens Advisory Committee

Lobbying activities for Legislation

138. complete and update group profiles -- piJgress chart
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139. complete and update individual skill profiles -- progress chart

140. complete Federal census forms

141. complete reports of daily activities fqr work experience coordinators

142. complete wage and hour reports for work experience students

143. concerts, extra

144. conduct conferences with individual students

145. conduct aemonstration lessons for other professionals

146 conduct demonstrations to illustrate lessons

147. conduct discussions to expand concepts and understanding

148. conduct instructional demonstrations

149. conduct morning exercises

150. conduct parent interview in preparation for school admission and special
class placement

151. confer with parents about children -- during and after school

152, conferences with pupil personnel workers, speech therapists, and other
professionals

153. conferring with absentees

154. conferring with students about progress

155. constantly search for materials

156. ccnotrucc a variety of materials to enhance instruction

15h contact media in public relationp capacity

158. contact parents

159, contacting guest speakers

160. content areas

161. control books and inventory materials

162. coordinate scheduling of:

facilities

equipment

student activities

boOKS
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field trips

104,correct papers

164. correct students' work

165. coit planning for student'projects

166. counsel parents or public about educational matters

167. eouusel students in an effort to build self-concept/esteem

168. counsel students with acpdemic problems

169. counsel students with social or emotional problems

170. counseling children

171. cdunseling children.-- providing emotional,support

172. counseling other teachers

173. counseling parents

174. counseling parents -- where to get help

175. counsetling students for course selection

176. bounsellilg

177.-counsel1ing students for personal and academic'problems

178. covering neighbor's Classroom

179. Crowd control at.public school functione

180. curriculum meetings

181. c urriculum writing and development

182. daily.announceigents to read

183. daily announcements ,to write

184. daily report form of clails cuts

185. dance advisor

186. dance chaperone

.187. deal with such problems as: drugs, pregnancy

188: decorations/posters within classroom

189. demonstration teaching

190. demonstrations

,Page 8, APPtNDIX IA
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Alaroifewo ,

9

N.

191: department head,

192. departient um:tinge

193. department meetingsi

a

194. 'design and implment experience outside the school context.(field trips,

guest speakers, cultural experiences, demonstrations, exhibits)

195: designing a variety of instructional projects

196. 'designing programs for various atudent ability levels

197. detention forms

-198..detention.hall duty
4.

199. detention hall duty

20(1. detention,supervision

201., determine xeadiness

202. determining, and ordering material.for projects

203. .develoP anestabilize students' self-control

204. develop community pride itt the studeite
/-

205. develop.competen6y.in basic academic skills according to objectives set

forth in.the District curriculum guide

206. develop competency in skirls of survival in society

207. develop cooperation among students

208. develop 1 stud?nts the ability to learn independently

209. develop"seleCtivity of ideas, tools, methods

210. develop staff.cooperation

211.. develop students' research skills

212. direct extracurriculat:1 activities

213.-direct instructional activities

214. directed practice

215,. Directed Reading Activites (DRA)

ii

arrange times, places, etc.

-- arrange tims;, places, etc.

216. directed teaching and reading activities
%

217.'directin'g student 'projects

218. disciplinary forms

.
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ftr.11.,ey 219. discipline (in-class)

220. discuss homework

221. dismissal'duties supervise-bus,lines, control studept traffic

0

Te,'

f

222.,disperdal and inventory'of books and other instructional materials

223. distribute and collect insurance forms
.4

224; distribute.coded passes

.225..didtribute materials .

f

A

226. doing personal reseerch to gain background information

227. dress and.act professionally -- be on time and don't leave early

0

228. dust room

229. dust rooms

230. dutieg -- non-teaching. (e.g., playground, bus, lunchroom)

231.'emergency information cards'

232. emergency .lesson plans -- seating charts

233. empty pencil sharpener

234. empty wastebaskets

,

2 . encourage and attain realistic goals

236. encourage appreCiation,of music and art

.

237. encourage appreciaton ol muic.and dft through Special classes

238. encourage awareness of one's own culture and appreciation of other

cultures

239. encourage children to do their best

240. encourage creativity

-
241. encautage creativity through special classes (art, music, physical

education)

242. encourage creativity"through writing Assignments correlated with regnlar

-. studies N

243. *encourage physical activities and skills through special classes

244. encourage responsible social interaction

245. encourage self-sufficiency
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246. encourSis Social responsibility and civic awareness

6

enceurtge social responsibility in,e variety of areas

248. enforcing court decisioSs

249. equipment and tool inventeries

250.-equipment assignments

251. equipment inventories -- check packing slips

252. erase.graffiti

253. establish atmosphere for learning

physical considerations i.e., light, bulleting boards, disp4ays

intingible considerations ise., teacher attitude, personal rapport, and

motivation

254. establish class order and dismissal Procedures.

255. establigh goals for.classroom instruction

256. establish good behavior patterns for students

257. evaluation and observation by prIncipal

258. exhibits and performances -- itdustrial arts

259. extra curricular .

coaching athletias
s.

intramurais
_

monitor dances

clubs

260. extra-curricular: nt3ic

261e eXtra-curricular: newspaper

262. extra-curricular: p.e.

263. ;)extra-curricular: school store

,

264. extra-curric. ular: student Council

265. extra-curricular: student programs in evenings

266. Faculty Advisory Committee

267. Faculty Council,

oo

61
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268. Faculty meetings
0

269. faculti room duties (e.g., cleanup,

270. failure lisit

271: Federal census forms
0

272. Federal suXey'caids

273. field trips

274. file grievances.

275. filing

4
276. out student accident forms

coffee)

277. filling ditto machines

278:.filling out'time shee,ts,,travel vouchers

279. fire drills

280. fire drills'

281. follow Principal's educational philosophy

282. follow supervisor's educational philosophy
lb

283. formulate lesson plans (teacher & aide)

284. formulating test papers

285. fostering hygiene,' safety habits 9

10

286.- free lunch font's

28/. fulfill certification requirements

288. fulfill contractual requirements

"I

alt

289. fund raisi4,

290. further teachers" professional,growth through in-service meetings, college

courses

291*.,gather appropriate instructional materials

292. general law enforcement

293. getting materials ordering materials

294. give awards

295. give out miscellaneous information to parents or visitors
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296. grade'distribution sheets

297. g4de,piperd

298. grading homework

299; graciing papers

grading tests

301. graduate sdhool

302. Group management

1.

A

303. group students according to academic ability, interest, task, and behavior

levels
a

104. guard'equipment -- safety

305. hall duty F O

4r
306. harl duty

307. lall dUty betWeen classes & special esient

I 308. all duty: break up fighters,

\ 4
309. h ilt-limy: 'freak up lovers

310. hall duty: check stairwells

311. hall.duty: step students whoiare,running

312. hall duty: usher in students

313. hall duty:, watch for drUgs

14. hall duty: watch for'improper use of locker
,

315. hall duty: _watch for jackets and hats

316. hall passes (e.A., library, tardy)

317! hall sweep for loiyerers

18. hand in news for newsletter

319. hand in student material for county publication

320, hand out activity notices and ballots

321. hand out forms e.g., pictures, PTA, & election 6.11 homeroomt etc.

322. ha!)` out guidance slips

323. hand out library slips
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124. hand out newsletters

325. hmnding out insuraince forms
, .

326. health,and/or accident reports

327. health care'(medicine) cards)
a

328. heafing relerrals

329. home contacts -- written, phone,. oral

330. homework as a means Of communication'

331. honor' roll, merit roll

312. Housekeeping (Organization, neatness, attractiveness,

responsibility for personal items)

teaching

333. identify special needs within the classroom (handicaps, giftedness, Wtc.)

334. improve self-awareness

335. in-school staff inservice deyelopment

336; individual educational.diagnosis

1-3-7.. individual educational plans (Handicapped studentg)

, 338. individu4l instructionr.

339. inservice activities .

340. inserviCe activities

341. inservice courses given by county
*or.

342. inservice work on curriculum committees

343. inserm4ce workshops

344. instruct and supervise during fire drills

345. instruction academic

3A6,.ing ructional materials: acquisition, selection). purchasing

347. instructional team planning

348. interim reports & supplementarY

349. inter.m reports (guidance)

350. interiAcreports of pupil progress between report cards

351. interuet textbooka 0

Page 14, APPENDIX IA
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352d introduce Lesson
1

353, Invhtoris (e.g., book, cutriculum .guides, science is math aids, AV,.maps,

4lobes)

p54. inventories

//
355, Jun.4r high Prom

356. keep labreast of'current trends in professional literature

357.'keep blinds 'straight

358. keep room clean and orderly

359. keep track of parent conferences' (schedule, write narrative;anelog

conference times)

360. keeping certificati7 current

361. keeping filing systems

362. keeping register '

.363. keeping track of materials

364. know where students are at all'times

365. late passes

0
366. lavatory

367. Learning Disabilities referrals

368. learning stations

369. lecturing

370. lesson.organization

371. lesson planning

372. lLerson plans for substitute AeaChers

373. librarian duties

374. library Overdue slips

375. librarY Skills

376. locating sourdes research

377. locker area duti

.378. locker assignments

379. locker cleanouts

APPENDIX IA, Page 15
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386.(lockee room and shower duty
a

r. 4

r

381. locker rooe.duty0-- shower duty

382. loestic proille (floating teacher needs; shared resources, etc.)

. 383. lost textbook forms.

384. lunch -- clean up & duty
0

385.,lunch and lavatory duty, :

386. maintain a,clean, healthy environifient .

.387. maintain a learning enVirontent: adequate heat, light, ventilation

. 388. maiintain a learning environment: bulletin boards .
,

(
n

3 89. Maintain a 'learning environment: plants, animals

390. maintain 'accurate,attendance re(' córds

391. maintain accurate daily and/op monthly attendance recoide'

392. Maintain accurate, legible records

attendance

lUnCh count

woup skill profiles
'4,

individual skill profiles

picture money

field trip slips-and money

'lesson planit (teacher & aide)

book orders

record cards (cumulative)

report cards

parent .interview

conferences (scheduling, narrative, log)

,
Title I.& IVC management plan cardsi

referrals

iccident forms

insurance forms

Page 16, APPENDIX"IA 9,. 1 05
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Federal.census forms
.1

C.A.T. test forms

correct Metropolitan test

-,',' t

trivia fibrma (all the ones noNtetovered above)

393. maintain and 'tort athletic equiipment

0

394.

395.

(397.

398:

400.

mai,ntain

maintain

maiptain

maintain

maintain

maintain

anecdotal records

-iteefidanci,rdiordel

cumulativestudent record cards

discipline in a'firm, fair

grade books

and cOnsistent manner

healthful learning environment

maintain permanent record.

+ 1

co

. n

\.
y401. maintain posittve clamate among co-work rs (cafeteria Workers, I,

secretariee, epecials teactters, maintena ce workers, administrators, peers,

parents) s I %

,.

402. maintain progre.ss reports.

403. maintain

%.

reasonable protection of equipment in teacher's care
a

404. maintain records of books and otheL% instructional materials

.405.'Maintain reCords:

attendance

materials, including curriculum guides

property (machines,, toblftZ.inventory

hooks'

progress (report Cards, irlerims)

406. maintain security of buildings, groundsr and records

,

407. .mail tain tools

408. maintaining and updating skills in technical aieas

40g. maintaining cumulative student records

410. marntdnance o.f equipbent

411. maintenance.of teaching areas

;.:

1.06 #.

1
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,
,

412..,make. and maintain ,school uniforms,

413. maks,appointments !iith students and teachers.

414. make cOffee and goodies

415: make curteins-Ana other window coverings

416. make.it interesting and relevant

14*

IJ

417. slake materials - posters, charte, dittos, transparencies, lesson plank

418. make, acilinister, & grade classroom tests

410: making announceents

4b. 420. managAng book clubs

421. Manners

6
422. manuscript torm

* 423. material on theii level

424..materials inventory

425. mediator a

.13

:

7

4

426., medical hyper, etc. referrals

427. meeting of department chairpersons' Feeting

,

428. membership in'professional organizations (e.g., TAAAC, MSTA, NEAJ

429. membership in professional organizations ,
4

430. membership in profeseional organizations(s)

431. Mental & physical-fatigue .--...teacherfs su'rvival

432. minoi repairs or adjustments to ditto machine in order to use it

433. money collection ( .g., pictures, March of Dimes, United Fund, newSpaper)

434. monitor'assemblies

A

6

435. morLni duty: 'monitor arrtval of students and their behavior in the

assigned area; bus evacuation-dutyeshall patrol to prevent students from

entering parts of the buclding before the prescribed time

436. motivate students to learn

437. motivating reading attitude

438. motivating itudents

, 439. MSTA meetings (statewide and local).

Page (18, APPENDIX IA
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t
440. never belmaliciouily hatcastiC ., ...,.

.
.... .

, ..

,

:441. never cure*

442. never eat Or drink on..duty .

443. ttivir gitte homework on weekends
,

.f . .

444 4. qeverleave class.unattended

4:

,,.

445. neve*, touch itudents (gendraI prohibi60 ,against bodily.contact, whether

. aggressive or not)._
.

446..never write notes/ in. red ink
,

447. newspaper

448. nurse -- health-techniciaft .

(detecting healt problems` (e.g., Lice p.ringworm , child abusd)

teferrals 4 medications -- remember toiend ahild to office ; keep tools

for personal (child) hygiene)" -4
1

449. observe studedts in order to evaluate learning
I.

450. observAg ather teachers

451.,office referrals

452. open and close windows '

453. operate A/V equipment

454. oral evaluation

455. Order instructional A/V material

.1

456. ordering supplies after checking'catalogs

-457. organization of activit,ies

--458. organiie and supervise field days

459. organize and/or supervise fun programs:-- e.g., after-school fund-raising'

aceivities

460. paint 'room

461. parent-conferences

462. parent-teacher communications phone, letters, behavior or effort forms

463. parking lOesecurity

464. participate in community'activities other than school related ,(church,

fire company,'scouts, summer programs)

465. participate in educational research

APPENDIX IA, Page 19



466. participation in.pilot programs

467. participation in reseach projects

468. passes, admin. slips, concerns, appointments

469. passing out and collecting forms (e.g., Federal forms)
7

,470. PDS P6pil Data System) & CR (Cumulative Record) (lards

471. permanent recoids

472. personal data sheets

473 personal expenditures (e.g., lending child lunch money)

474. personal improvement in content area

475. personal responsibility

476. physical 'preparation for special areas

4

477. pick up equipment.61 parts

478. pick up paper in and around school

479. plan and carry out art shows, exdellence fairs, science fairs, etc.

480. plan and conduct emergency-evacuation drills

481. plan and guide independent activities to reinforde lessons

482. planning and conducting assemblies

483. planning enrichment adtivities for gifted students

484. planning field trips

485. planning units

486. playground supervision

487. Policing halls -- hall supervision

488. policing the restroom

489. posing with class pictures (and keeping cool later)

490. pre- and post- conferences for teacher evaluation

491. preparation of materials.

492. prepare A/V materials and/or room

493. pr.epare and present lectures

494. prepare and run on ditto machine copies of instructional materials
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495. prepare dittos'

496. prepare.for high school

497. Prepare for standardized tests

498. preplre instructional materials (e.g., dittos, transparencies, tapes)

499. prepare substitute folders (emergency plans)

500.'prepare written lesson'plans

501. prepare writt'en substitute plans.

502. preparing lesson plans

503. preparing or maintaining cumulative records, reading, math, articulation

records

504. preparing report cards

505. preparing tests and quizzes

506.,prepping for SAT'S

507. present materials objectively

508. presentation of materials

509. previewifig of materials and evaluating materials

510. procure and maintain erasers, chalk, etc.

511. professional association meetings

512. professional development: courses and workshops

.513. professional development: demonstration lessons

514. professional.development: in-service

515. professional development: MSTA convention

516. professional development: super-teacher meetings

517. professional development: task forces

518. professional development: watching t.v. to "keep up with kids"

519. professional ethics

520. professional reading.

521. Program planning

522. progress reports (gui'dance)
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523. progress reports

524. promote joy oilearning

525. rromote public.relations: selling the-educational program to the public

526.1)romote sohool-commqnity interaction by p'articipating in and publicizing,

the educational program and activities

527. property control (repair and maintenance of equipment)
,

providi a listening ear

529. provide a safe envirOnment

330. provide adequate motivatipn to meet instructional objectives

531. provide an atmosphere in which learning can take place

532. provide appropriate materials of instruction as available

533. provide extension activities

534. provide extra assistance to students before or after school

535. provide for individual differences

536. provide for special needs of mainstreamed students

537. provide individual instruction

.538.'provide learning stations or qenters for individual enrichment

539. provide lesson plans for subsiitutes as well as emergencytplans

540. provide physical activities, games, etc. in the classroom-
.

541. provide positive model

542. provide reading model

/611

543. provide remediation for students who are not proficient in functional

skills -- i.e., English and Math

544. provide write makeup work

545. providing student parties & gifts

546, providing student supplies

547. Psychoemotional referrals

548. PTA

549. PTA meetings -- CAC -- Human Relations

550. PTA or Open House

Page 22, APPENDIX IA
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551. Public relations

52. public relations: community involvement

553. public relations: government
'citizen/mauber'

554. publit retations: PTA

555. public relations:-TAAAC

5561 purchasepaterials
. 6

NMI elected o2ficials -- lobbying as

557. purchase own materials (e.g.,,ditto books, extra books, Materials)

558. purchase, receive, inventory, or store materials (e.g., shop, science,

etc.) -

'559. purchasing. materia's

560..read curriculum guides, manuals

561. read notes ,f.-om parents.

562. reading professional publications

563. reading prOfessional publications and other material
1.1

564. reading records

565. realizing life and educational priorities (students)

566. recognize and rePort child abuse

567. recommend students for special courses (e.g., gifted)

568. recommending materials to be ordered

569. record absence codes in role book

570. reco'rd dards (cumulative)

571. record conferences

572. record from radio

573. record grades

574. record standardized test scores on student records

575. recording marks for report cards

576. recording scores on classwork

577. referral forms testing, resource, speech, pupil personnel

578. Referrals

112
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Behavioral referrals'
4

EMR (Educationilly Mentally Retarded) referrals

Hearing-referrils

LlOgrefeirals''.

Medical -- hyper, etc. referrals

PsyCho-emotional referrals

Social services -- neglect, abuse referrals

Speech & Language.referrals

Vision refertals

579. referrals

580. referrals -- cut slips truancy

581. referring students to guidance and administrators

582. refill soap and toilet paper

583. register students

584. repair materials -- instruments, utensils, hardware

585. repair or construct actiool equipment

\-586. report cards

587. report cards

588. report, cards

589. report cards
\

4,

590. report hazards, defects, maintenance, & fill out forms for'repair

591. reporting child abuse

592. representative council meetings

593. researching materials for lecturep

594. respect

595. review previous lesson

596. rewl=ite materials to appropriate levels

597. riot control (breakIng up fights)

C.

598. role models

Page 24, APPENDIX IA 113
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549. room .enviionment, appearance (provide.incentive by displaying students'

work attractively; holiday decorations; bulletin boards)

600. room maintenance,

601. running dittoi

602. running off. dittos

603. salute flag

004. schedule -- registration forms

605.-schedule e7ds

606. scheduling
a

J.

607. scheduling\makeup work

608. scheduling Wi.th other teachers for instruct on

609. school elections -- student governMent

610. school evaluations for accreditation

611. school newsletter with teach

612. school pictures

613. school store

614. school store in high schopl4with business teacher

615. schoolrrelated court appearances

616. seating charts

617. seeking materials not proVided by. school

618. self-discipline

619. selling locks'

62Q. selling supplies

621. selling uniforms

622. send note to office to inform office of students not in class

r-

623. sequencing of learning.

624. serve .as a consultant for other. professionals

625. serve as a resovrce person to community and to other teachers

626. serving on committees (e.g., Social, Faculty Advisory, PTA Executive)

.. 114
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627. setting personal professional goals

628. sharing ideis

6292\4aring tof materials --\
630. sharing of materials

.631. show cases ani bulletin boards

632. showCases b bulletin boards

633. sign in-out sheets

634. sign out AV equipment

interschool

intraschool

635.

'636. signing for.A/V equipment

637. signing in -- accounting for teacher attendance

638. smoking area
dr,

639. smoking.area supervision

640. social interaction (group work, etc.)

641. social services -- neglect, abuse referrals

642. soliCit materials

643. specialist and cllassroom teacher

644. Speech & Language referrals

645. stand in hall (is this meaningfully differentffrom hall duty?)

646. standardized testing (supervision)

647. standarlized tests:

648. standardized tests:

649. standardized tests:

650. stihdardized tests:

651. standardized tests:

Bbtel
\

CAT (Cognitive Abilities Test)

Criterion Referenced Test

-Iowa (ITBS)

Metropolitan

652. standardized tests: MSTOI (Maryland State Teachers Observation

Instrument)
)

653. standardized tests: Slossen

654. state testing program
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655c Stop & Read
'I

656. store and arrange books

657. store and use books and materials

658. straighten shelves

659. student council advisor

660. student participation in parades, instrumental programs, chorZconcerts,

gymnastic programs, etc.

661. student questionnaire

662. stUdent teacher evaluation and supervision

663. student teachers

1 664. siudy hall monitoring (middle/high)

665. subject matter testing ,

666. subscribe to professional publica4pns"
1

667. substituting for absent teacher,

668. suggestion forms revision of school policy

669. supervise'administration of state testa.

670. supervise detentionJuill
A

671. supervise disaster driii

4
672. supervise playground activities

673. Supervise students -- includes in class, in halls, in cafeteria, campus

grounds, after gchool activities, plug *specialized activities, spoets,

dramatics, Vanguets, overnight field trips

674. supervise student@ duiing actual emergency

675. supervising children during'assemblies.

676. supervising clubs

677. stipervising SAT's

678. supervising students in detention

.679. supporting other teachers' projects

680. take courses -- professional development

681. take courses to keep certification current

116 APPENDIX IA, Page 27
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682, take part in extra-curricular activities

1,

683. take pride
4
in their work

P

684. take trips to improve awareness of field

685. taking course's

686. taking roll. 'C1414440

fostering homeschool relations

homeroom & class --.record keeping

687. teach appreciation of fine arts
r

688. teach.prócess of decision-making-

689. teach stUdents to'recognize consequences of their

690. teach to'required objectives
4

691. Teacher Advisory Period (TAP)

692.. teacher evaluaiions

693. teacher meeting

own actions

S.

°694. teachers must maintain acceptable conduct in public (personal image)

695.'teachir.3

696. Teachin* technique: alerting teachers to a specific need of a specific

child that day.

41014
697. Teaching technique: assign hotework

698. Teaching technique: board demonstrations

699. Teaching technique: build rapport'

700. Teaching technique: cloze

701. Teaching technique: cpllect papers

702. Teaching technique: combining classes

103. Teaching technique: communications with teachers re activites, materials,

schedules, testing....

704. Teaching

705. Teaching

706. Teaching

707. Teaching

708. Teaching

709. Teaching

technique:

technique:

technique:

technique:

technique:

technique:

Page 28, APPENDIX IA
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,

710. Teaching

711. Teaching

712. Teaching

713. Teaching

714. Teaching

715. Teaching

716. Teaching

717. Teaching

718. Teaching

719. 'Teaching

Teaching

.721. T"..aching

720.

722. Teaching

723..Teaching

724. Teaching

725. Teaching

NO. Teaching
reading)

727. Teaching

728. Teaching

729.

730.

-731.

732.

733.

734.

735'.

736.

737.

Teaching

Teaching

Teaching

Teaching

Teaching

Teaching

Teaching

Teaching

Teaching

technique: 'Directed keading-Thinking Aetivity

technique: disCussion

technique' dittos

technique: dramatic

technique:.

technique:

technique:

,

readings

drill exercises

exchange papers

feedback

technique: field trips

technique: games

technique: guest speakers

technique: indepenient

technique: individual recitation

a

technique: labs .

technique: tanguage Experience Approach

techniquei

technique:

technique:

lecture

mUltiple texts

4

.neurological impress (e.g., echo reading, choral k

technique: Oral'evaluation

technique:. personalization Of materials

technique:

technique:

technique:

technique:

technique:

technique:

physical activities

pop evaluation

post-teit

pre-test

programmed instruction

provide for student safety

technique: put materials ,sway

technique: reinforce positive behavior

technique: role playing

118
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1

4

738. Teaching
,

technique:

739. Teaching technique.:

740: Teaching technique:

741. Teaching technicte:
environment

%
742.. Teaching technique:

743: Teaching

744. Teaching

745. Teaching

746. Teaching

747. Teaching

748. Teaching

749. Teaching

Teaching750.

751.

752.

753.

754.

TeaC ing
.

Teaching

technique:

technique:

technique:

technique:

technique:

.technique:

'self-evaluation,

ski:s

small group

standing in certaim places to maintain learning

stations 1
4

study guides

summatize

teach care and reipect for

teacher reading

text orientation

tolerating multiple interruptions

a

materials

.,y
technique: using media center

technique: VTR - ITV

technique: whole group

technique: written evalUation :

Teaching technique: written responses

by the intercom
,* 4

team conferences regarding individual students to include: teachers,

administrators, suidance personlfel, staff psychologist, pupil personnel

workbr, and other necessary Support staff Which may include parent, social

wotker, etc. "
. vi

755. team planning

7560 team teaching

757:technicians / maintenance (e.g., repair equipment, replace bulbs)

758. test children's academic,achievement

759. test construction

760. test-taking skills

761. Tests & Quizzes: Administer

762. Tests & Quizzes: Design & Constr,uct

6 763. Tests & Quizzes: 'Interpret

764. Tests & Quizzes: Score / Grade
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765: Te6sts Ed-quiizes: Select or Modify

e 5

766. textbook distribution and tontrol
0J

767. Title I &lift; managementj,lan dard;

768. train CETA employees C.

1

. .

769. training .0r,
.

aide development
.

.,.

. a .

770. eiansport and store A/V equipment .
.,.

..
, .

. , ,..
A

,/71. transport children 4
,

I
'

77. transport st'udents to job inteviews ,

*

t'

773. travel

774. tutoring
A

775. tutoring or giving extra hefp

776. unlock the school. building,

1777: update ond maintaln.teaching credentials

778. use a variety of. questioning techniques

779. use a variety of liaching techniques

780. use of AV equipment

781. use Own funds to pay for gait for extra-curricular,tr.ips

782. use own funds,to purchase suppliesi instructional materials, and

_everything which can't be requisitioned or stolen

78.3. utilize A/V materials

784. vacuum room

IP 785. vaiied.teaching techniqueS

786. Vision referrals

787. voluntary fund raising

warm-up procedures'

789. wash bo'ards

790. water illants

791. wholesome attitude

792. wing meetings
4.

2 0

6.
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793. work toward advanced sdegree
a

794. workbooks keheets

795. wite lesson plans 6aily and long term)

196. write news articles for school, paper

797. write newspaper articles

798. write passes for library

799..writing lesson plans

800. writing objectives and goals

801. writing recommendations for colleges, vo-tech, employment, etc.

802. writing, signing, checking, or collecting attendance slips

801. Vearbock

Page 32, APPENDIX I8
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4.

APPENDIX IS: Master Litt of Teaching Tasks ,

Sorted ancrEdited
io Remove Duplicates

and Reduce Redundancy

accident fqims or reports

2.padapt curriculum td meetqfidividual children's needs

3. arrangiii student parties Es gifts
S. .

4. assigning lockers

5. attend meellitge:of',01tizetis' Advisory Council

6. attendihg courses and workshops

7. attending MSTA convention

8. attending or presenting demonstration lessogs

9. attending super-teacher meetings
.43

10: attending task forces

11. care for Ors or animals in the school or classroom

4

12. clean up after extra-curricular activities

13. clean up classroom -- e.g., by sweeping, vacuuming, dusting, other

housekeeping chores

14. covering classes for emergency situations (e.g., absent teacher) or

extta-curricular activities

) 0
15. detecting health problems (e.g.,;lice, ringworm, child abuse; referrals;

medications -- remember to send child to office; keep toOls for personal

(child) hygiene)

'16. directing, planning, pr supervising extra-curricular activities

junior high prom

music

newspaper

p.e.

school store

student council

student programs in evenings

yeartiook

ei2

p.

4
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17. ensure adequate heat, light, ventilation in the classroom

18. follow an officially approved or mamdated curriculum guide in setting

instructional objecEives

19. keep abreast of current trends in professional literature

20. keep blinds straight-

21. keep room clean and orderly

22. keep track of parent conferences (schedule, 'write narrative, and log

conference times)

23. keeping certification current

24. keeping filing systems

25. keeping register

26. keeping track of materials

27. know where students are at all times

28 late passes

29.-lavatory duty

30. Learning Disabilities referrals

31. librarian duties

32. library overdue slips

33. library skills

34. locating sources -. research

35. locker, area duty

36. locker cleanouts

37. locker room or shower duty

38. logistic problems (floating teacher needs, shared resources, etc.)

39. lost textbook forms,

40. lunch -- clean up duty

41. lunch duty

42, maintain accurate daily and/or monthly attendance records

43. maintain accurate, legible records

book orders
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cumulative record cards

Federal canape forms

field trip slips and money

group skill profiles

individual skill profiles

insurance forms

lesson plans (teacher & aide)

lunch count

parent interviews or conferences (scheduling, narrative, log)

picture money

ieferrals

report cards

Title I & IVC management plan cards

other forms (all the ones not covered above)

44, maintain and store athletic equipment

45. maintain anecdotal records

46. maintain annotated records

47. maintain bulletin boards

48. maintain cumulative student record cards

49, maintain dIscipline in a firm, fair and consistent manner

50. maintain grade boOks

51. maintain permanent record

1

r'

52. maintain positive climate among co-workers (cafeteria workers, secretaries,

specials teachers, maintenance workers, administrators, lieers, parents)

53. maintain progress reports

54. maintain reasonable protection of equipment in teacher's care

55. maintain Tecords of books and other instructional materials

56. maintain security of buildings, grounds, and records

57. maintain tools

124
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58. maintaining and updating skills in technical ardas

59. maintaining cumulative student records

60. maintenance of equipment

61. make and maintain school uniforms

62. make appointments with students and teachers

63. make'coffee and goodies

64. make curtains dnd other window coverings

65. make materials -- posters, charts, dittos, transparencies

66. make, administer, & grAde classroom tests

67. making announcements

68. m'anaging book clubs

69. manners

70.. manuscript form

72. material on their level

72. mediator

73. medical -- hyper, etc. referrals

74. meeting of department chairpersons

75. membership in professional organizations (e.g., TAAAC, MSTA,_NEA)

76. mental & physical fatigue -- teacher's survival

77. minor repairs or adjustmenfs to ditto machine in order to use it

78. money collection (e.g., pictures, March of Dimes, United Fund, newspaper)

79. morning duty: monitor arrival of students and their behavior in the
assigned area; bus evacua-ion duty; hall patrol to prevent students from

entering parts of the building.before the prescribed time

80. MSTA meetings (statewide and local)
4

81. never be maliciously sarcastic

82. never cui7he

83. never eat or drink on duty

84. never give homework on weekends

85. never leave class unattended
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86. never touch students (general prohibition against bodily contact, whether

aggressive or not1 t

87. never write notes in red ink

88. Observe students in order to evalre learning

89. observing other teachers

90. pffice referrals

91. open and close windows

92. operate A/V equipment

93%, oral evaluation

94. order ifistrUctional A/V material

95. ordering supplies after checking catalogs

96. organization of'activities

97. organize and supervise field days

sr

98. organize and/or supervise fun programs e.g., after-school fund-raising

activities

99. paint room

100. parent conferences

101. parent-teacher communications -- e.g., through.phone letters, behavior or

effort forms

102. parking lot security

103. participate in community activities other than'school related (church,

fire company, scouts, summer programs)

104. participate in educational research projects

105. participation in pilot programs

106. passes, adpin. slips, concerns, appointments

107. passing out and collecting forms (e.g., Federal forms)

108. PDS (Pupil Data System) & CR (Cumulative Record) cards

109. permanent records

110. personal data sheets

111. personal expenditures (e.g., lending child lunch Toney)

112. personal improvement in content are
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113. physical preparation for special areas

114. pick up equipment & parts

115. pick up paper in and around school
,r

116. plan and carry out art/shows, excellence fairs, science fairs, etc.

117.'plan and conduct emergency evacuation drills

118. plan and guide independent activities to reinforce lessons

3

119. planning and conducting assemblies for example, arranging for speakers

120. planning enrichment activities for gifted students

121. planning units

122. playground supervision

a

123. policing halls -- hall supervision

124., pre- and post- conferences for teacher evaluation

125. preparation of materials

126. prepare A/V materials and/or room

127. prepare and run on ditto machine copies of instructional materials

128. prepare students for high school 4

129. prepare students for standardized tests (e.g., practise, coaching),-

130. preparing or maintaining cumulative records, reading, math, aticulation

records

131. preparing report cards

132. preparing tests and quizzes

133. preparing written lesson plans

134. preparing written substitute or emergency' plans

135. prepping for SAT's

136.' previewing of materials and evaluating materials

137. procure and maintain erasers, chalk, etc.

138. professional association meetings

139. professional ethics

140. professional reading

Page 6, APPENDIX IB
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141. program planning

142. progress Teports (guidance)

4

.143. promot public relations: selling the educational program'to the public

144. promot achool-communi'ty interaction by participating in and publicizing
the educa't4onal program and activities.

1A5. property control (repOr and maintenance of equipment)

146. provide a listening ear;

147. provide a safe environment

148. provide extra assistance to students before or after school

149. provide for individual diffeeences
11110

150. provide for special.nee'ds of mainstreamed students

151. provide individual instruction

152. provide learning stations or centers for individual enrichment

153. provide physical activities, games, etc. in the class;oom

154. provide remediation for students who are not proficient.in functional
skills -- i.e., English and Math

1%55. provide written make-up work

156. providing student supplies

157: psycho-emotional referrals

158. PTA or Open House

159. public relations: community involvement

160. publicArelations: government -- elected officials -- lobbying as

citizen/member

161. purchase, receive, or store materials (e.g., shop, science, etc.)

162. purchasing materials

163..read curriculum'guides, manuals

164. read notes from parents

165. reading professional publications and other job7related material

166. reading records
1..

167. recognize and report child abuse
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168.'recommend students for special courses (e.g., gifted)

169. recommending materials to be ordered

170. reeord absence codes in role'book
f

171. record conferences

172. record from'radio

173. record grades

174. record standardized test scores on student records

175. recording marks for report cards

176. recording scores on classwork

177. referral forms --'testing, resource, speech, pupil personnel

178. refifrals

Behavioral referrals

EMR (Educationally Mentally Retarded) referrals

Hearing 'referrals

LD (Learnng DisabilitioS) referrals

Med4cel hyper, etc. referrals

Psycho-emotional referrals

Social services -7 neglkf, abuse referrals

Speech & Language referrals

Vision referrals '4

179. referring students to guidance and administrators

180. refill'soap and toilet paper

181. register students(

182. repair materials instruments, utensils, hardware

183. repair or construct school equipment

18 4. report hazards, . defects, maintenance, & fill out forms for repair

185. reporting chil8 alnise

186. representative council meetings

187. researching materials for lectures
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188. respect 0

189. review previous lesson

\

190. rewrite materials to appropriate levels

191. riot control (breaking uP fights)

192. room- environment, appearance (provide incentive by displaying students'
work attractively; holiday decorations; bulletin'boards)

193.'running off dittos

144. salute flag

195. schedule registration forms

196. schedule cards

197. scheduling makeup work

0

198. scheduling with other teachers for instruction

199. School elections -- student government

lipo. school evaluations for accreditation

201. school newsletter with teacher input

'202. school store

203. school store in high school with business teacher

204. school-related court appearances 0

205. seating charts

206. seeking materials not proyided by school

207. self-discipline

208. selling locks

209. selling supplies

210. selling uniforms

211e send note to office to inform office of students not in class

212. sequencing of learning

213e serve as a c9nsu1tant or resource person for other teachers

214. serve as a resource person to community

215. setting personal professional goals

130
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216. sharing ideas

217. sharing of materials -- interschool

218..sharihg of materials -- iltraschool

219. showcases & bulletin boards

220. iign inout sheets

221. sigh out AV equipment

222. signing in -- accounting for teacher attendance

223...smoking area supervision

224. social interaction (group work, etc.)

225.:social services -- neglect, abuse referrals

0

226. solicit materials
1
227. Stop & ad

228: store and se books and.materials
4

229. straighten shelves
.

230. student council advisor

231. student participation in parades, instrumental programs, choral concerts,

gymnastic programs, etc. t-

232. student teacher evaluation and supervision

233. .study hall monitoring

234. subject 'hitter testing

235. subscribe to professional publications

236. suggestion forms revision of school policy

237..supervfse administration of si.:ate yests '

238. supervise disaster drill

239. supervise playground activities

240. supervise students -- includes in class, in halls, in cafeteria, campus

grounds, after school activi plus specialized activities, sports,

dramatici, banquets, overnight field trips

241. supevise students during actual emergency

242. supervise students in detention hall

Page 10, APPENDIX IB
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243. supeivising Clubs
,

244: supervising\students during assemblies

245. SuppAting other teachers' projecis

446. take pride in their work

47. take trips to improve awareness of field

248. taking job-related courses for certifig4ion or salary ptirposes

249. taking job-related courses for gene ai professional development

250. taking or assisting with inventories of books, supplies, materiali, tools,
0*equipment, etc.

251. taking roll -- homerooli & class -- record keeping.

252. Tasks related to teaching techniques

alerting teachers to a specific need of a specific child that day

assign homework

board demonstrations

build rapport

cloze 'cot

collect pafsers

combining classes

communications with teachers re activites, materials, schedules, testing....

correct disruptive activities

culminating activities

debate

demonstrations

directed questioning techniques
4

Directed Reading Activities (DRA)

Directed Reading-Thinking Activity

discuasion

aittos

dramatic readings

132 7
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drill exercises

exchange papers

'feedback

field tiips.

games

)guest speakers

independent study

individual recitation

labs

Language Experience Approach

learning stations

lecture

lecxuring

. lesson organization

'lesson planning

,
multiple exts

neurologic). impress (e.g., echo reading, choral reading)

oral evaluation

1

personalization of materials,

physical activities .

pop evaluation

post-test

pre-test

programmed instruction

provide for student safety'

put materials away

reinforce positive behavior

role playing

self-evaluation
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skits

small group

se.

standing An certain places to mapitain learning environment

study guides

Summarize

teach care and respect for materials

. 01410

teacher reading

text orientation

AP
o,

toleratiug muliiple interruptions by the intercom

using media center

VTR - ITV
A

whole group

written evaluation

wrAten responses

.

253. teach appreciation of fine arts

254. teach process ofidecision-making

-255. teach students to. recognize consequences of their own actions

256. Teacher Advisory Period (TAP)

257. teacher evaluations

258. teachers mat maintaip acceptable conduct in public (personal image)

259. team.conferences regarding individual students to include: teachers,

administrators, guidance personnel, staff psychologist, pupil personnel
worker, and other necessary support staff which may .include parent, social

worker, etc.

260. team planning

261. team teaching

262. technicians / maintenance (e.g., repair equipment, replace bulbs)

261'14test children's academic achievement

264. test-taking skills

265. Tests & Quizzes: Administer '
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266. Tests & Quizzes: %sign & Construct

267. Tests & Quizzes: Interpret

268. Tests & Quizzes: Score / Grade

269. Tests & Quizzes; Select or Modify

270. textbook distribution and control

271. Title I & lye management plan cards

272. train CETA employees
;

273. transport and store A/V equOment

274. transport children

275. transport students to job interviews

776. tutoring or giving extra help

277 unlock the school building

278. update and maintain teaching credentials

279. use a variety of questioning techniques

280., use a varietiof teaching techniques

281e use of AV equipment

282. use own.funds to 'pay for gas for extra-curricular trips

283. use own funds to purchase supplies, instructional materials, and

everything whieh can't be requisitioned or stolen

284. use own money to pUrchase own materials (e.g., ditto hooks, extra books,

materials)

285. voluntary fund raising

286. warm-up procedures

287. wash boards

288. watching t.v. to."keep up with kids"

289. water plants

290. work toward advanced degree

291. wprkin: c'n or assistingth curriculum writing and development

2p2. write lesson prcns (daily and long term)

293. write news articles for school paper
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294. write newspaper article

295. write passes for library

296 writing obfectives and.gosls
e

0

297. writing recomOndstions for'colleges, vo-tech,'employmenf,'etc.

298..writing,,signing, checking, or c011ecting attendince slips'

I.

C.

ale
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APPENDIX II: Basic Job Dimensions

Administrative.-- Supervisory: The Wicher's role in managing school activik-

ties.

Admiaistrative -- Other: things teachers do which serve the non-instructional

needs of the school as an organization

Clerical

Materials management (e.g., inventory control)

Purchasing

Records management

Classroom management & environment

Health and Safety--
Ow'

Housekeeping/Custodial: The teacher's role in maintaining a clean, neat, or-

derly environment

Human Relations

Legal: things teachers do because they are mandated by statute or regulation;

or in order to avoid legal liability

Professional/Personal:
4.,A00

Public Relatieris: Ti4iteaeher as visible representative of the school to the

public

Security: The teacher's role in maintaining order, guarding the school build-

ing and supplies, etc.

Teaching: The teacher's role as instructor, mentor, counselor

Instruction (process)

Preparation

Conducting Lessons

Follow-up

Evaluation

Miscellaneous Instructional

Inscruction (goals)
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Acidemic

Individual

Social

Guidance

Technician (Operation, repair, or maintenance of equipment)

Personal Service -- the teacher's role as personal valet, nursemaid, or

caretaker

Miscellaneous: dverything I couldncategorize
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APPENDIX III:
Questionnaire Items

(Teaching Tasks)
Sorted by Job Function

4

Administrative -- Supercisory: The teacher's role in managing school activi-

ties.

directing, planning, or supervising each of th,e following extra-curricular

activities:

debating team

music (band, orchestra. etc.)

newspaper

physical education

proms, other dances

school store

student,council advisor, school elections -- student government

student programs in evenings

yearbook

other extra-curricular activities (please list in the space below)

helping school aides develop, implement, and evaluate guidelines for lunch,

yard, and other duty assignments

instructing or supervising new teachers

lavatory duty

locker room or shower duty

making announcements

managing book clubs

monitoring study hall

morning duty: monitoring arrival of students and their behavior in the as-

signed area; bus evacuation duty; hall patrol to prevent students from en-

tering parts of the building before the prescribed time

planning and carrying out art shows, excellence fairs, science fairs, etc.

planning and conducting assemblies -- for example, arranging for speakers

39
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policing halls -- hall sdPervision, htll duty -- or simply standing in the

hall to create a "teacher presence" I

scheduling or registering studenis: F4.ocessing forms, working out ached-
,

ules, etc.

suPervising school aides

supervising school store

superviiing students during assembi4es

supervising students in detention hall
A

supervising student participatAlon in parades, instrumental programs, choral

concerts, gymnastic programs,/etc.

supervising students on the playground (playground duty)

working on or assisting with curriculum writinw, development, or revision

assigning lockers

covering classes for emergency situations (e.g.', absent teacher) or extra-

curricular activities

organizing and supervising field days

f%

organizing and/or supervising fun programs -- e.g., after-school fund-

raising activities

sending note to office to inform office of students not in class

supervising administration of state tests

supeivising disaster drills

supervising smoking area

unlocking the school building

training other school empleyees (e.g., CETA)

Administrative -- Other: things teachers do which serve the non-instructional

needs of the school as an organization

.Grab..;Clerical

keeping filing systems current and well-organized

passing out and collecting forms (e.g., Federal forms)

preparing report cards
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\I

taking roll -- horneroom & class; may include recording absence codes in

role book

, using the ditto machine: preparing and running off instructional materi-

als, tests, announcements, etc.

collecting money from stddents (e.g., pictures, March of Dimed, United

Fund, newspaper)

/- signing in or out to account for teacher attendance
4

signing out audiovisual equipment

accident forms or reports

attendance slips

cum6lative record cards

Federal census forms

insurance forms

late passes

library overdue slips

library passes

lost textbook forms

PDS (Pupil Data Sys'tem) cards

personal data sheets

referral forms -- testing, resource, speech, pupil personnel

report cards

requisition forms -- for ordering supplies, books, equipment, etc.

suggestion'forms -- revision of school policy

Title I & IVC management plan cards

other forms not mentioned above (please list below)

141
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Malerials management (e.g., inventory control)

distributing books, suppliesp-materials, tools, equipment, etc. to

students

maintaining (cleaning, repairing) equipment (e.g., tools, instruments,
athletic equipment, laboratory equipment)

picking up equipment, parts, supplies, etc. from stores or suppliers

planning, arranging, or,implementing storage of books, supplies, materi-

als, toole, equipment, etc.
o

receiving (i.e., acCepting from shipper, checking shipment against
packing.list or order form, etc.) books, suppliei, materials, toors,

equipment, etc.

selling school supplies to students (e.g., locks, uniforms, nther materi-

als)

taking or assisting with inventories of books, supplies, materials,
tools, equipment, etc.

Purchasing

assisting others to decide what to purchase with school funds -- e.g.,

recommending materials .to be ordered

deciding independently what to purchase with school.funds -- including

previewing and evaluating materials

ordering or requisitioning books, supplies, materials, tools, equipment,

etc. through normal school channels

Records management

keeping track of parent conferences (scheduling, writing narrative re-

port, and logging conference times)

maintaining accurate daily and/or monthly attendance records

maintaining anecdotal records

maintaining annotated records

maintaining progress reports

maintaining records of student payments (e:g., picture money, field trip
money, lunch money)

maintaining reLords of books, supplies, materials, tools, equipment, etc.
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maintaining records of referrals

maintainiftg register .

I

maintaining students' academic records, including test scores, class work

grades, standardized test Scores, atc.

preparing or maintaining cumulative student records

preparieg or maintaining group skill piofiles

3

preparing or maintaining individual skill profiles .

preparing or maintaininOaading or math articulation records

preparing or updating seating charts

Classroom management & environment

maintaining showcases & bulletin boards

referring students to guidance and administrators

Health and Safety

planning and conducting emetgency evacuation drills

controlling student medicafion -- e.g., keeping medicine for students,

dispensing at needed times, rememhering to send student to officevat appro-

priate times

detecting health Problems (e.g., lice, ringworM, child abuse)

,reporting hazards, defects, maintenance, & filling out forms for repair

using proper first aid techniques in accidents; caring for sick qr injured

children

.
behavioral referrals

ERR (EducatiOnally Mentally Retarded) referrals

hearing referrals

LD (Learning Disabilities) referrals

medical -- hyper, etc. referrals

psychoemotional referrals

social. services -- neglect, abuse referrals

speech & language referrals
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vision referrals

other referrals for which you are responsible (list below)

supefvising.students during actual emergency,
I.

housekeeping/Custodial: The teacher's role in maintaining a clean, neat, or-

derly environment

cleaning up after extra-curricular activities

cleaning up classroom -- e.g., by sweeping, vacuuming, dusting, other houde-

keeping chores

keeping room clean and orderly

lunch duty clean up duty

straightening shelves

carAng for plants or animals in the school or classroom

opening and closing classroom 'windows

picking up paper in and around school -- general school cleanup

refilling soap and toilet paper

washing boards

ensuring adequate heat, light, ventilation in the classrooi

-keeping b4nds straight

locker cleanouts

painting your classroom

Human Relations

accepting critiquing and supervision from peers

saw

communicating with other teachers about activities, materials, schedules,

testing....

working with teachers across subject areas, and with other resource person-

nel

supporting other teachers' projects
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\likLegal:things te chers,do because they'are mandated by statute or,regulation,

or in order to avo d legal liability

4

L-
taking job-related courses for certification or salary purposes

making school-related court appearances

recognizing and reporting child abuse

updating and maintaining teaching credentials / certification

aCcurately recording the details of*an occident where school or teacher

liability may be involved

Personal Service: the teacher's role as mother, caretaker

helping stUdents with clothing -- tying shoes, fastening jackets, etc.

keep tools for personal (child) hygiene

Professional/Personal:

attending local, courses, workshops or seminars (e.g., in-service)

evaluating and supervising strient teachers

keeping abreast of current trends in professional literature

paintaining and updating skillp in technical areas

1

0 reading professional publications and other job-related material

serving on task forcen or committees (e.g., grievance committee, social

committee, textbook evaluation'committee, curriculum development committee,-

etc.)

taking job-related courses for general professional.developmenr.

watching t.v. to "keep up with kids"

assisting in the evaluation of other tench#rs (peer evaluation) -- for exam-

ple, by observing bther teachers-

attending or piesenting demonstration lessons

attending professional association meetings (e.g., TAAAC, MSTA, NEA)

attending super-teacher meetings

participating im pilot programs

is.

serving as a consultant or resdurce person for other nlachers
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sharing idead with colleagues

'talking trips to improve awarenemm of:field

stb

using interaction analTas to categorize and a alyze teacher classroom

beha;rior with regard to patterns of teacher beh vior, teacher role, and

'teacher style

maintaining membership in profesiional organization e.g., TAAAC, MSTA,

subscribing to professional publications

participating in educational research projects

serving as a member of the representative coun

sociation .

working toward advanced degree

of the Jc 1 teachers' as-

PUblic Relations: The teacher as visible representativdof the school to the

public

meeting with parents (parent conferences) to discuss students' progress,

problems, prospects

other parent-teacher communications -- e.g., through phone, letiers, or re-

port forms

participating in community activities other than school related (e.g.,

church, fire company, scouts, summer programe)
7

attending / participating in PTA or Open House

attending meetings of Citizens' Advisory Council

government-related activities-7- e.g., lobbying, contacting elected

officials on behalf Of th4Iteaching profession

serving as a resource person to coMmunity for example, serving on panels,

acting as informal consultant to local groups (e.g.., League of Women

Voters); interpreting the school program to parents or otiler community

members

writing for public consumption in your capacity as t teacher -- e.g., let-

ters to the editor,' newspaper articles

,T--
promoting School-community interaction by visibly participating in the

educational program and activities

maintaining "acceptable" conduct in public (personal image)
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Security: The teacher's role in maintaining order, guarding the school build-

ing and supplies,,etC.

parking lot security or sweep

riot control (breaking up fights)

miintaining reasonable protection Of equipment in your tare

maintaining security of buildings, grounds, and records

Teaching: The teachees role as instructor, mentor, counselor
V

"111111a

Instructi'm 4process)

Preparation

adapting / modifying the curriculum to meet the needs of individual
children or classes

adapting / modifying materials to levels appropriate far individual
children or classes

collecting"or preparing instructional materials needed for upcoming

lesson(s)

locating sources for lectures or other class presentations -- research

making or building equipment or other needed materials (e.g.,

uniforms, charts, dittos, special supplies or equipment)

planning and guidini independent activities to reinforce lessons

0 planning and piding enrichment activiaes for gifted students

planning and organizing progr s

planning and organizing units,

planning'and orgaAing lessong

preparing audiovisual materials and/or ioom

preparing written daily and long term lesson plans (teacher & aide)

preparing written substitute or emergency plans

reading curriculum guides or manuals as an aid ih planning lessons or

units

team planning (collaborative planning with other members of a teaching

team)
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alerting other teachers to a specific need of a specific child that
day

aicertaining interests.and degrees iof motivation by conducting
informa4interviews with pupils,

combining classes

reading student records as an.aid to structuring individual
educational programs

recording from radio or other sources for use in class

Conducting Lessons 41

boarding demonstrations

build rapport

cloze

debate

demonstrations

directed questioning techniques

Directed.Reading Activities (DRA)

Directed Reading-Thinking Activity

dpcovery learning

discussion

dramatic readings

drill exercises

individual instruction or activities / independent study

individual recitation

Language Experience Approach

lecture

neurological impress (e.g., echo reading, choral reading)

peer tutoeing

physical activities (e.g., dance)

other organized student activities
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programmed instruction'

role playing

skits,

small group instruction or activities

Stop 6 Read

teacher reading

team teaching

warm-up procedures

whole group-instructicn or activities.

Follow-up
1,

culminating activities

feedback

review previous lesson

summarize

Evaluation

designing or constructing tests or quizzes

interpreting standardized test scores

interpreting test./ quiz scores or performance

scoring or grading standardized tests, classroom tests

selecting or modi.fying tests or quizzes

administering classroom tests or quizzes

administering standardized tests

or quizzes

analyzing test. items for validity and reliability, utilizing basic

statistical Trocedures

exchange papers

observe students in order to evaluate learning

open questioning techniques

149
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oral evaluation

pop .quiz

pre-test.'and post-teit

seif-evaluation

Misceganeous Instructional.",

I.

,

providing exrra Assisbance to students before or.after school

providing for .speèial needs of mainstreamed

'assigning hoiework

collecting papers,

field triPs

4

games'

guest spealcirs

labs

learning stations or centers-

multiple.tex.ts

providing.yritteh make-pp work ,

rearranging the room fOr "aloneness," partnership, small groups, large-

group, as need ariseci

scheduling makeup work

sequencing of learning

study guides

tolerating multiple interruptions (for example, by the intercom)

students

4

4

tutOring or giving extra her.V\,

using media center

videotape or instructional

prepare students for SAT's
prectisetscoaching)

Page 12, APPENDIX III

television

or other standardized tests (e.g.,
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Instruction (goals)

Academic

appreciation of fine arts

basic arithmetic skills

basic reading skills (decoding, literal comprehension, inferential
comprehension, etc.)

library skills

manuscript form

remediation for students who are not proficient in functional skills

-- i.e., English and Math

spelling

test-taking skills

Individual

respect for themselves and for others

self-discipline

take pride in their work

teach care and respect for materials

teach process of decisiel-making

teach students to recognize consequences of their own actions

Social

manners

.prepare students for high school

social interaction skills (group work, etc.)

151
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Guidance

assisting students in'assessing,their career objectives ,

presenting information to Parents which will assist them in helping their
children make realistic decisions eegarding careers

writing recommendations for colleges, vo-tech, employment, etc.

ser;iing as an empathic listener for studeras

Technician (Operation, repair, or mantenance of equipment)

making minor repairs or adjustments to ditto machine in order to use it

transporting and storing audiovisual or other equipMent

operating audiovisual equipment

Miscellaneous: everything elge

reading notes fram parents

seeking from other sources materials not provided by school -- e.g.,
soliciting donations from parents, PTA, local Merchants

team conferences regarding individual students to include: teachers,

administrators, guidance personnel, staff psychologist, pupil personnel
worker, and other necessary support staff which may include parent, so-
cial worker, etc.

writing articles or other contributions for school newsletter

arranging student parties & gifts

making coffee and goodies (e.g., for teachers' lounge, parties, etc.)

making curtains or other window coverings for the classroom

making personal expenditures (e.g., lending child lunch money)

recommending students for special courses (e.g., gifted)

recording conferences

saluting flag

4
transporting children (for example, to job interviews)

using own money to pay for gas for extra-curricular trips

Page 14, APPENDIX III
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using own money to purchase supplies, ditto books, extra books,
inutructional materials, and.everything else which can't be obtained
through normal sthool channels

voluntary fund raising

writing news a-rticles for school paper

coping with mental 61 physical fatigue -- teacher's survival

153
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JOB ANALYSIS OF TEACHING

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

1

*

Educational Testing Service

1979

^
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This4questionnaire is part of a study being performed by Educational Testing Service

under a grant from the.National Institute of Education. The aim of the projec. is to

provide guidance to the courts regarding the job-relatedness of the criteria used in

making employment-related decisions about teachers.

PLEASE NOTE: All data will be kept completely confidential by Educational Testing

Service. No information about individual responses to this questlop..Daire will be

released to anyone except the Educational Testing Service project staff; as a matter

of face, although we should like tf) have your name (just in case we should want to

contact you for clarification of r, response or for participation in a possible

followup study), you need not provide it unless you wish.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) guidelines 'for employment

selection and-the recent history of court cases involving the.use of testk have Made

job-relatedness the central criterion in adjudicating cases in-which the use of tests

in making employment-related decisions about individuals is challenged on the basis

of discriminatory Impact. Basically, both the guidelines and the pattern of court

decisions require of an employer that (particularly when there is e;',idence of

discriminatory employment practises) decisions related to individual employees be

based on criteria which are demonstrably related to the job in question.

Under the NIE grant, ETS is studying the content of the teacher's job (in terms of

tasks or duties performed), and examining the relationship between job content and

job context -- i.e., the ways in whiCh the job of teaching varies across (for

example) grade levels, content 'areas, and school districts. Tha purpose of this

questionnaire is o collect as much information as possible about the requirements of

your particular te ching posit,ion, without impinging unduly on your time.

Al,though the results o the study cannot be considered definitive outside the

districts in which tris to be conducted, they will enable thc courts to .6etter

evaluate the quality of data presented to support any claims of job-relatedness for

procedures used in making job-related decisions about teachers.

Obviously, the success of the projeCt depends on the extent to which we are

successful in collecting information from many teachers 413 ,
different' 'teaching

positions. We understand that you have many demands on your time, but -me hope that

yoti'll be able to find the hour or so it should take to complete this 5uestionnaire.

If you do, our chances of success are just that mudh better.

The, data which you provide on this form will be kept completely confidential. NO one

outside the Educational Testing Service project staff willaMe any access whatsoever

to your questionnaire or to any of your answers, nor will,any project report contain

any information from which individual participants could be identified.

If you have any questions about the questionnaire or about the project, please call

(collect):

Dr. David A. Potter
Project Director ,,---

. (609) 921-9000 e i. 2522



Name

School

City (DistriC4)

Grade(s) tau$ht Subjedt(s) taught

Total years teaching experience



Please rate the importance in your teachinig of each of the following

activities or factors by placing the appropriate number from the following

scale in the blank in front of each item:

Not important, trivial
1

Minor importance -- doesn't matter much 2
,

Some importance -- could survive without it, but should do it . 3

Important -- my teaching performance would Suffer without it 4

Vet? important, vital
5

maintaining membership in professional organizations (e.g., NYSUT, AFT,

Subject area associations)

serving as an empathetic listener

subscribing to professional publications

supervising students during actual emergency

maintaining reasonable protection of equipment in your care

supporting other teachers' projects

promotipg school-community interaction by visibly participating in the

educational program and activities

1111

110M111.4.01.11110.

.1

.1111111.01111111i
1. 7.

-maintaining "acceptable" conduct in public (personal image) 1.8.

coping with mental & physical fatigue -- teacher's survival I.?.
"

For each of the following tasks or activities, please write the approxitate

average amount of time you spend on each task, using the following scale:

None ae all 1

One hour per month or less 2

One to four hours per month.. 3

One to four hours per week 4

One or more hours per day 5.

adapting /modifying the curriculum to meet the ne.eds of individual children

or classes

adapting / niodifying materials to levels appropriate for individual children

or classes
2.2..

attending faculty, department, or grade-level meetings 2.3.

attending local courses, workshops or seminars (e.g., in-service) 2.4.'

cleaning up after extra-curricular activities 2.5.

2...

2.1.

cleaning up classroom and keeping it orderly -- e.g., by sweeping, vacuuming,

dusting, other housekeeping chores 2.6.

collecting or preparing instructional materials needed for upcoming lesson(s)

4111.10MNIMMAIMIN
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to

28.
A

designing or constructing tests or quizzes

2.9.: Directing, planning, or supervising each of the' ichlowing eXtra-curricular
activities:

2.9.1. athletic teams or activities

. 2.9.2. debating team

2.9.3. drama

2. 9.4:

2. 9.5.

2. 9.6.

2. 9.7.

2. 9.8.

2. 9.9.

2. 9.10. yeArbook

2. 9.11.

musical activities (e.s., band, orchestra)

newspaper

proms, other dances ,

school store

student council advisor, school electiots -- student government
,...

_

student programs in ev nings

other extra-curricular activities (please list in the space below)

2.10. distributing books, suppaies, materials, tools, equipment, etc. to

students

di
evaluating, advising, and supervising student teachers

instructing, supervising, or assisting new teachers

interpreting standardized test scores

2.14. interpreting test / quiz scores or perkormance

2-15. keeping abreast of current trends by reading professional literature
and/or other job-related materials

2.16. keeping filing systems current and well-organized

217. lavatory duty

2.18. locating sources for lectures or other class presentations -- resarch

2.19. locker room or shower duty

2.20. lunch duty -- clean up duty

2.21. maintaining (cleaning, repairing) equipment (e. g., tools, instrvments,
athleiic equipment, laboratory equipment)

2



,

%710rG

C

maintaining accurate daily and/or monthly attendance records (e.g.,

attendance register)

maintaining and updating Skills in technical areas

or smnotated records

1.01.11.111

maintaining progress reports 2.25.

maintaining records of student payments (e.g., picture money, field trip

mone7, lunch money)
2.26.

maintaining records of books, supplies, materials, tools, equipment,. etc. 2.27.

'
maintaining records of referrals (e.g., disciplinary referrals) , 2.28.

maintaining showcases & bulletin 'boards 2.29.

maintaining students' academic recordCincluding test scores, class work

grades, standardized.test scores, etc.' . 2.30.

making announcements
2.31.

making or building materials or other needed, equipment (e.g., *uniforms,

charts, dittos, special supplies or. equipment) 2.32.

.managing / sponsoring book clubs

monitoring study hall
2.34.

morning duty: monitoring arrival of students and their behavior in the

assigned area; bus evacuation duty; hallpatrol tO prevent students from

edtering parts of the building before the prescribed time

Parent Conferences
2.36.

meeting with parents (parent conferences) to discuss students' progress,

problems, prospects
2.36.1,

#

keeping track of parent conferences (schedulirg, writing narrative report,

and logging conference times)

other parent-teacher communidations -- e.g., through phone, letters, or

report forms
2.36.3.

participating in community .activities other than school related (e..g.,

church, fire company, scouts, summer programs)

passing out and collecting forms (e.g., Federal forms)

picking up equipment, parts, supplies, etc. from stores or suppliers't

planning aTh assigning tasks to aides

planning and carrying out a.zt shows, excellence fairs, science fairs, etc.

11

planning and conducting emergency evacuation drills

3
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2.38.

2.39.

2.40.

2.41.

2.42.



2.43. planning and conducping assemblies -- for example, arranging for speakers

2.44. planning 4nd guiding independent activities to reinforce lessons

2.45. planning and guiding enrichment activities foi gifted students
\

2.46. planning and organizing lessons, units, and instructional programs

2.47. planning, arranging, or implementing storage of books, supplies,

materials, tools, equipment, etc.

2.48. policing ,halls -- hall supervision, hall duty -- or simply standing in the

hall to create a "teacher presence"

2.49. preparing audiovisual materials and/or room for AV presentations

2.50. preparing or maintaining cumulative student records

2.51. preparing or maintaining individual or group skill profiles 3

2.52. preparing or maIntainiqg reading or math articulation records

2.53, preparing or updating seating charts

2.54. preparing report cards

2.55. preparing written gaily and long term lesson plans (teacher & aide)

2.56. preparing written substitute or emergency plans

2.57. ,providing extra assistance to students before school or after school

.2.58. providing for special needs of mainstreamed students

2.59. reading curriculum guides or manuals as an aid in planning lessons or

units

2,60. receiving (i.e., accepting from shipper, checking shipment against packing

list or order form, etc.) books, supplies, materials, tools, equipment,

etc.

2.61. scheduling or registering .students: processing forms, working out

schedules, etc.

2.62. scoring or grading standardized tests, classroom tests, or quizzes

2.63. seeking from other sources iaterials not provided by school -- e.g.,

soliciting donations from parents, PTA, local merchants

2.64. selecting or modifying tests or quizzes

2.65. selling school supplies to Students (e.g., locks, uniforms, other

materials)

2.66. serving on task forces or committees (e.g., grievance committee, social

committee, textbook evaluation committee, curriculum development

committee, etc.)
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A

supervieing and evaluating school aides

supervising school store

supervising students during assemblies

supervising students in detention hail_

supervising student participation in parades, instrumental programs, choral

concerts, gymnastAc programs, etc. IMINIIN11111111

2.67

2.68

2.69

2.70

2. 71
M

'supervising students on the pla7ground (pliiyground duty) 2.72

taking job-related courses 2.73

taking or assisting with inventorielf of books, supplies, materials, tools,

equipment, etc. 2.74

taking roll -- homeroom & class; may include recording absence codes in roll

book 2.75

team conferences regarding individual students to incrude: teachers

administrators, guidance personnel, staff psychologtst, pupil personnel

worker, and other necessary support staff which may . Iclude parent, social

worker, etc.

team planning (collaborative planning with other members of a teaching team)
111111

using the ditto machine: preparing and running off instructional materials,

tests, announcements, etc.

watching t.v. to "keep up with kids"

working on or assisting with curriculum writing,.development, or revision

writing articles or other contributions for school newsletter

2.77

2.78-

2.79

2.80

2.81

For each of the'following tasks or activities, pleP.Te rate the approximate

frequency with which you perform each task, 'using the following scale:

Never 1

Less than once a month 2

Seldom (1-4 times/month) 3

Occasionally (14 times/week) 4

Often (1-4 times/day) 5
I

Very Frequently (5 or more times/day) 6 3

accepting.critiquing or informal evaluation from peers 3.1-

alerting other teachels to a specific need of a specific child that day

appearing or testifying before the Board of Education (or Board committee4)
,

3. 2

_ 3

arranging student parties & gifts 3.4.
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3.5. assigning lockers .

k

3.6. assisting in the evaluation of other teachers (peer evaluation) -- for

example, by observing other teachers

3.7. assisting others to decide what to purchase with school funds -- e.g.,

recommending materials to be ordered
-4

3.8. dssisting *students in assessing their career objectives

3.9. attending / paTticipatin; in rTA or Open HOuse

3.10. attending meetings of Citizens' Advisory Council4

3.11. at:tending or presenting demonstration lessons

3.12. attending professional meetings (e.g., MUT, AFT, subject area

brganizations)

3.13. attending superintendent-teacher, meetings

4.

3.14. caring for plants or animals in thecschool or classroom

3.15. collecting money from students (e.g., pictures, March of Dimes, United

newspaper)

3.16. communicating with other teachers about activities, materials, schedules,

testing....

3.17. lows controlling student medication -- e.g., keeping medicine for students,

dispensing at needed times, remembering to send student to office for

medication at appropriate times

3.18. covering classes for emergency situations (e.g., absent teacher) or

extra-curricular activities

3.19. ' crowd control (breaking up fights)

1.20. deciding independently what to purchase with school funds -- including

pleviewing and evaluating materials

3.21. detecting and reporting health problems

3.22. government-related activities -- e.g., lobbying, contacting elected

officials on behalf of the teaching profession

3.23. helping students with clothing -- tying shoes, fastening jackets, etc.

3.24. keeping articles for personal (child) hygiene

3.25. making coffee and goodies (e.g., for teachers' lounge, partiel, etc.)

3.26. making curtains or other window coverings for the classroom

making minor repairs or adjustments to ditto machine in order to use it

3.28. making school-rel'ated court appearances



4

opening and claing classroom windows'

ordering or requisitioning books: supplies, materials,

through normal school channels

organizing and supervising field.days

organizing and/or supervising 6nd-raising activities

parking lot security

participat,..ng in pilot programs

tools, equipment, etc.
,

3,29

3.30

0
3.31

3.32

3.33

3.34,

picking up paper in and around school -- general schbol cleanup 3.35

presenting infd0Mation to patents which will assist them in.helping their

children makp realistic decisiOns regarding careers 3.36

recognizing and reporting child ibuse 3.37

recommending.students for special courses (e.g.,'gifed) 338
7

'recording conferences

h

41. 3.39

referring students t guidance and administrators 3.40,

reporting hazards, def cts, maintenance, & filling out forms for repair 7 3.41

'saluting flag 3.42

sending note to office to inform office of students' truancy

serviAs as a consultant or resource person f r other teachers

4.

4.4.041.4444.4.

4.1

341

3.44

serving ag a resource per n to community --/for example, serving on panels,

acting as informal consultarçto local groups`(.g., League of Wome Voterf);

interpreting the school 'program to parents or other community membe s 3.45

sharing ideas with colleagues

signing in or out to account for teacher attendance

signing out, transporting, and storing audiovisual or:lother equipment

supervising administration of state-mandated:tests

supervising disaster drills

supervising smoking area,.

taking trips to improve awareness of own subject matter or field

transporting children (for example, to job interviews)

unlocking the school building

7
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3.47

3.48

3.49

3.50..
.01

3.51.

3.52.

3.63,

3. 54.



3.55. updating and maintaining teaching credentials / certification

3.56. using interaction analysis to categorize and analyte teacher classroom

behavior with regard to patterns of teacher behavior, teacher role, and

teacher style

3.57. using own money to pay for gas for extra-curricular trips

3.5H, usirg own money sto purchase supplies, ditto books, extra books,

instructional materials, arl everything else which can't be obtained

through normal school channelu

3.59. using proper firtJt aid techniques in accidents; caring for sick or injured

children

3.60. voluntary fund raising

3.61. washing chalkboards

3.62. working with teachers across subject areas, and with other resource

personnel

- 3.63. writing for public consumption in your capacity as a teacher -- e.g.,

letters to the sditor, newspaper articles

3.64. writing news rles for school paper

3.65. writing recommendations for colleges, vocational education, employment,

etc.

How often are you responsible for making each of the following types of referrals?

Please ubc the following scale in making your ratings:

Hever 1

Less than once a month 2

Seldom (1-4 times/month) 3

Occasionally (1-4 times/week) 4

Often (1-4 times/day) 5

Very Frequently (5 or more times/day) 6

4.). behavioral referrals
111111.10.

4.2. EMR (Educationally Mentally Retarded) referrals

4.3. h 0earino'referrals

4. 4.

4. 5.

4. 6.

LD (Learning Disabilities) referrals

medical -- hyperactivity, etc. referrals

psycho-emotional referrals

4.7. social services -- neglect, abuse r,ferrals

4. 8.

4.9.

4.h)

speech & language referrals

vision referrals

other referrals (please list above on this page;
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Following is a list of forms often used in schools. Please check each form

which you use in any way -- that is, please place a check.in front of ea-ch

form which you process, fill out, distribute, collect, etc.

accident forms or reports

attendance slips

cumulative record cards

Federal census forms

Individualized Education Plan

insurance forms

inventory.forms

late passes

library overdue slips

library passes

lost textbook forms

Middle States Evaluation

personal data sheets

referral forms -- testing, resource, discipline, speech, pupil personnel

repair orders

report cards

requisition forms -- for ordering supplies, hocks, equipment, etc.

suggestion forms -- revision of school policy

Title I & IV management plan cards

other rms not mentioned above (please list below)

9

111
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5.

5.1.

5.2;

5.3.

5.4.

5.5.

5.6.

5..

5.8.

5.9.

5.10.

5.11.

5.12.

5.13.

5.14.

5.15.

5.16.

5.17.

5.18.

5.20.



For the following list of task's or responsibilities, please phace a check in the

space preceding each item which applies to your own teaching i.e., you do it or

are responsible for getting it done.

6.1. accurately recording the details .b.f an accident where school or teacher

liability may be involved

6.2. ensuring adequate heat, light, ventilation in the classroom

6.3. keeping blinds straight

6.4. maintaining security of buildings, grounds, and records

6.5. painting your classroom and/or related articles '(e.g., furniture, trim)

6.6w participating in educational research projects

6.7. serving .as a member of the representative council of t-he local teacher's'

association

6.8. supervising student locker cleanouts

6.9. training other school employees (e.g., CETA)

6.10. working toward advanced degree

On the following list of teaching tasks or techniques, please rate the approximate

frequency with which you use each one, using the following scale:

Never 1

Less than on,e a month 2

Seldom (1-4 times/month) 3

Occasionally (1-4 times/week) 4

Often (1-4 times/day) 5

Very Frequently (5 or more times/day) 6

7.1. administering classroom tests or quizzes

7.2. aduinistering standardized tests

7.3. analyzing test items for validity and reliability, utilizing basic

statistical procedures

7.4. ascertaining interests and degrees of motivation by conducting informal

interviews with pupils

7.5. assigning homework

7.6. build rapport

7.7. cloze

7.8. collecting papers

7.9. combining classes (e.g., to compensate for lack of substitute teachers,

for team teaching, for different levels)

10
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culminating activities

debate

demonstrations

directed,questioning ttchniques

Directed Reading Activities (DRA)

Directed Reading-Thinking Activity

discovery method of learning

discussion

dramatic readings

drill exercises

emergency evacuation demonstrations

exchange papers

feedback

field trips

games

guest speaers

individual instruction or activities

independent study

individual reciratio:,

labs

Language Experience Approach

learning stations or centers

lecture

multiple texts

neurological impress (e.g., echo reading, choral

observe students in order to evaluate learning

open questioning techniques

operating audidvisual equipment

oral evaluation

11

7.10.

7.11.

7.12,

7.13.

7.14.

IMMam

7.15.

7.16.

OIMONO.0.4.110.11

7.17.

IIMII

7.18.

7.19.

aa...

7:20.

7.21.

7.22.

;

r.

7.23.

7.24.

7.25.

.1
7.26.

7.27.

7.28.

7.29.

7.30.

7.31.

7.32.

7.33.

reading) 7.34.

7.35.

7.36.

7.37.

7.38.

16s
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7.4j.

7.42.

, 7.43.

7.44.

7.0.

7.46.

p4govtoring (i.e., by students)

physical activities (e.g., dance)

other organized student activities

pop quiz

pre7test and post-test

programmed instruction

providing written make-up work

reading student records as an aid to structuring individual educational

programs

0
rearranging the room for "aloneness," partnership, small groups, large

group, as need arises

7.48. recording from radio or other sources for use in.class

7.490 review previous lesson

7.50. role playing

7.51. scheduling makeup work

7.52. self-evaluation

7.53.

'7.54. alIMI

sequencing of learnin

skits

7.55. small group instruction or activities

7.56. Stop & Read

7.57. study guides

7.58. summarize

7.59. teacher reading aloud to class

7.60. team teaching
00

..., i --
7.61. tolerating multiple interruptions (for exaTple, by the intercom) .

7.62. tutoring or giving extra help

7.63. using media center

7.64. videotape or instructional television

7.65. warm-up (motivational) procedures

7.66. whole group instruction or activities

139
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To what extent are your instructional goals or objectives determined for you

by an official curriculum or curriculum guide,4 constrained by an officially

adopted textbook? Please check the spacie pW ding the response which most

.
closely approximates your own position.

Not at all; I am coMpetely free to set my own goals and objectives

10111

Somewhatr there is an official curriculum, but I am free to modiO it

as I wi9

Moderately; I am free to add "enrichment" activities or objectives,

but I must cover most of the objectives in the official curriculum

Quite a bit; there is some flexibility, but I am required

to cover all the objectives in the official curriculum

Completely; I am not supposed to deviate from the official curriculum 8.

On the following list, please check each goal or objective which you pursue in

your own teaching. 9.

appreciation of fine arts 9.1.

basic arithmetic skills
9 2

basic reading skil,kr-- (decoding, literal comprehension, inferential

comprehension, ete-er 9.3k

carper or occupational preperedness 9 4.

library skills
9.5.

manners - 9 6.

manuscript form
9.7.

prepare students for next level of schooling 9.8. ,

prepare students for standardized tests (e.g., practice, coaching) 9.9.

remediation for students who are not proficient in functional skills -- i.e.,

English and Math
9.10.

respect for themselves and for others 9.11.

self-discipline 9.12.

social interaction skills (group work, etc.) 9.13.

spelling
9.14.

teach care and respect for materials 9.15.

teach pride in their work 9.1E.

teach process of decision-making

13
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9.18. teach students to recOgnize consequences of their own actions

9.19. test-taking skills-

9.20. --__ understanding and appreciation of other people and their cultures

-

0

V

iv

0
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THE FOLLOWING PAGES ARE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE IN FILLING OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE. If

you place the appropriate page next to the questionnaire, you'll .have the scale

.you're4 using readily available, and won't have to refer back to an earlier page of

the questionnaire itself.

The following question is to be used in responding to items 1.1 through 1.9 on page

1.

Please rate the importance in your teaching of each of the following activities or

factors by placing the appropriate number from the following scale in the blank in

front of each item:

Not impOrtant, trivial
1

Minor importance -- doesn't matter much . 2

Some importance -- could survive without it, but should do it 3

Important -- my teaching performance would suffer without it 4

Very important, vital
5

The following question-is to be used in responding to items 2.1 through 2.81,on pages

1 through 5:

For each of the following tIsks or activities, please write the approximate average

amount of time you spend on each taik, using the following scale:

None at all
1

One hour'per month or .1.nss 2

ne to four, hours per month 3

,.--4ne to foulelhours per week 4

One or more hours per day 5

'The followfng question,is to be used in responding to items 3.1 through 3.65 on pages

5 through 8:

For each of the following tasks or activities, please rate the approximate frequency

with which you perform each task, using the following scale:

Never
1

Less than °Ace a month 2

Seldom (1-4 cimes/month) 3

Occasionally (1-4 times/week) 4

%Often (1-4 times/day)
5

Very Frequently (5 or more times/day) 6

The following question is to be used in responding to items 4.1 through 4,10 on pa0

8:

How often are you responsible for making each of the following types of referrals?

Please use the following scale' in making your ratings:

Never
1

Less than once a month 2

Seldom (1-4 times/month)
3

Occasionally (1-4 times/week)
4

Often (1-4 times/day)
5

Very Frequently (5 or more times day) 6



The following Ivestion is to 130 used in responding to items 5.1 through 5.20 on page

9:

Following is a liSt of for often used in schools. Please check each form which you

use in any way -- that is, please place a check in front of each form which you

process, fill out, distrJ6ute, collect, etc.

The following Auestion is to be used in responding to items 6.1 through 6.10 on page

10:,

For the following list of tasks or responsibilities, please place a check,in the
space preceding each item which applies to your own teaching -- Lel, you do it or
are responsible for getting it done.

The following question is to be used in responding to items 7.1 through 7.66 on pages,'
10 through 12;

On' the following list of teaching tasks or techniques, please rate the approximate
frequency with which you use each one, using the following scale:

Never 1

Less than once a month 2

Seldom 41-4 times/month) 3

Occasionally (1-4 times/week) 4

Often (1-4 times/day)._ 5

.Very Frequently (5 or more times/day) 6

The following question is to be used in responding to items 9.1 through 9.20 on pages
13 through 1A:

On the following list, please check each goal or objective which you pursue in your
own teaching.
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APPENDIX V:,
The Nine Factors:

Questionnaire Items
and

Factor Loadings

(Including only ttems with
qoaeings greater than .30)
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Defining the Domain

FACTOR 1 : Busy Work -- Care of school, classroam, and, students

Reliability: .9464

2.6. ( .6005] cleaning up classroom and keeping it orderly -- e.g., by

sweeping,,vacuuming, dusting, other housekeeping chores

2.26. ( .5909] maintaining records of student payments (e.g., picture

money, field trip money, lunch money)

2.29. ( .5872] maintaining showcases & bulletin baards

2.5. ( .5448] cleaning up after extra-curricular activities

2.32. [ .5346] making or building materials or other needed equipment

(e.g., uniforms, charts, dittos, special supplies or equipment)

3.23. ( .5168] helping students with clothing -- tying shoes, fastening

jackets, etc.
3.15. [ .4900] collecqng money from students (e.g., pictures, March of

Dimes, Unitbd Fund, newspaper)

3.59. [ .4828] using proper first aid techniques in accidents; caring

for sick or injured children

3.24. [ .4651] keeping articles for personal (child) hygiene

2.39. ( .4503] picking up equipment, parts, supplies, etc. from stores

or suppliers
2.47. [ .4333] planning, arranging, or implementing storage of books,

supplies, materials, tools, equipment, etc.

2.56. ( .4307] preparing written substitute or emergency plans .

3.14. 1
.4304] caring for plants or animals in the school or classroom

2.41. [ .4283] planning and carrying out art shows, excellence fairs,

science fairs, etc.

2.42. ( .4230] planning and conducting emergency evacuation drills

3.50. [ .4137] supervising disaster drills

3.4. [ .4126] arranging student parties & gifts

7.20. ( .4088] emergency evacuation demonstrations
3.42. [ .4044] ,saluting flag

2.49. ( .4044] preparing audiovisual materials and/or room for AV pre-

sentations
2.43. ( .3888) planning and conducting assemblies -- for example, ar-

ranging for speakers
7.37. [ .3887] operating audiovisual equipment

3.64. ( .3871) writing news articles for school paper

7.12. [ .3866) demonstrations

2.72. f
.3850] supervising students on the playground (playground duty)

2.10. ( .38421 distributing books, supplies, materials, tools, equip-

ment, etc, to students

3.17. 1
.3835] controlling student medication -- e.g., keeping medicine

for students, dispensing at needed times, remembering to send

student to office for medication at appropriate times

7.40. ( .3831) physical activities (e.g., dance)

7.41. ( .3796) other organized student activities

3.35. f .36571 picking up paper in and around school -- general school

cleanup
2.22. ( .36341 maintaining accurate daily and/or monthly attendance re-

cords (e.g., attendance register)

3.52. ( .3563] taking trips to iroprove awareness of own subject matter

or field
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1.5. ( .3522] maintaining reasonable protection of equipment in your

care
2.17. ( .3510] lavatory duty
3.31. ( .3482) organizing and supervising field days

7.64. ( .3479J videotape or instructional television
2.45. ( .3401] planning and guiding enrichment'activities for gifted

students
3.21. [ .3364] detecting ana reporting health problems
7.9. ( .3335] combining classes (e.g., to compensate for lack of sub-

stitute teachers, for team teaching, for different levels)
2.33. ( .3284] managing / sponsoring book clubs
2.63. ( .3148] seeking from other sourees materials not provided by

school -- e.g., soliciting donations from parents, PTA, local
merchants

( .3131] ordering or requisitioning books, supplies, materials,
tools, equipment, etc. through normal school channels

2.35. ( .3117) morning duty: monitoring arrival of students and their
behavior in the assigned area; bus evacuation dutyhall. patrol
to prevent students from entering parts of the building before
the prescribed time

2.31. ( .3110) making announcements
3.41. ( .3095] reporting hazards, defects, maintenance, & filling out

forms for repair
3.58. ( .3091] using own money to purchase supplies, ditto books, extra

books, instructional materials, and everything else which.can't
be obtained thriiligh normal School channels

3.48. [ .3065] signing out, transporting, and storing audiovisual or

other equipment
2.69. [ .3058] supervising students during assemblies
2.53. ( .3053] preparing or updating seating charts

3.26. ( .3039] making curtains or other window coverings for the class-
room



FACTOR 2: Administration (School)

Reliability: ..9307

Defining the Dmmain

3.20. (
.6852) deciding independently what to purchase with school

funds -- including previewing and evaluating materials

3.44. ( .63643 serving as a consultant or resource person for other

teachers
2.74. ( .6335] taking or aisisting with inventories of books,'suppl as,

A materials, tools, eqUipment, etc.

2.47. ( .5737] planning, arranging, or implementing storage of books,

supplies, materials, tools, equipment, e,tc.
,

2.15. ( ..5441] ke4ing abreast of currenf trends by 'reading/profes-

sional literature and/or other job-related materials'

2.12. [ .5178] instructing, supervcsing, or assisting new/teachers

2.67. ( .4714] supervising and evaluating school aides /

3.7. ( .4598] assisting others to decide what to purchaSe with school

funds -- e.g., recommending maferials to be ordeted

2.40. ( .4343] planning and assigning tasks to aides

3.46. (..4341) sharing ideas with colleagues

2.60. .3980] recetving (i.e., accepting from shipper, checking ship--.

ment against packing list or order form, etc.) books, supplies,

materials, tools, equipment, etc.
2.80. ( .3803) working on or assisting with curriculum writing, devel-

opment, or revision
2.61. ( .3787) scheduling Or registering students: processing forms,

working out schedules, etc.

2.18. ( ..3161] locating sources for lectures or other class presenta-

tions -- research

2.58. ( .3736) providing for special needs of mainstreamed students

2.10. ( .3699] distributing books, supplies, materials, tools, equip-

ment, etc. to students

2.16. [ . 683] keeping filing systems current and well-organized

3.1. [ .36 ccepting critiquing or informal evaluation from peers

5. 2 (-.3620) attendance slips

3.11. ( .3615] attending or presenting demonstration lessons

2.27. ( .3558] maintaining records of boOlcs, supplies, materials,

tools, equipment, etc.
5.16. (-.3555) report cards

3.62. ( .3469) working with teachers across subject areas, and with

other resource personnel
6.9. ( .34013 training other school employees (e.g.; CETA)

A 7.29. ( .3320) lab's

3.45. [
.3312] serving as a resource person to community -- for exam-

.
ple, serving on panels, acting as informal consultant to local

groups (e.g., League of Women Voters); interpreting the school

program to parents or other community members

3.8. ( .3270) assisting students in assessing their career objectives
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8. (-.32701-To what.extent are yogir instructional goals or objec-

tives determined for you by an'official curriculum or curriculum

guide, or constraiaed by an officially adopted textbook?. Pleilse

check the space preceding the .response 'which most closely

approximates your own position.

( .] tiot at all; I am,competely free to set my own goals and ob-

jectives

[ .] SomeWhat; there is an official curriculum but I am free to

modify it
as I wish

( .) Moderatelyf I am free to add "enrichment" activities or ob-

jectives, .

.1
but I muse cover most of the objectIves in the official-

curriculum i

\ .

( .] Quite a bit; there is some flexibility, but ,I am required

to cover all the objecttves in the official curriculut

(
.3 Completely; I am not supposed to deviate from the official

curriculum

.1*
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Defin4 the Domain

FACTOR 3: Teseing and Evaluation
Reliability: .9511

2.8. 1 .76421 designing or constructing tests or quizzes

7.1. ( .7285) administerIng classroom tests or quizzes

2.62. ( .6987] scoring .pr grading standerdized tests, classroom tests,

or quizzes
[ .6625] selec ng ot modifying tests or quizzes

7.5. ( .6416) assi Oing homework

5.11. ( .55651 iz'st t-:Jcbook forms

9.19. 1 .54423 testking skills
7.45. 1 .5441] providirIR written make-up work

7.51. ( .5314) schedulln, makeup work

5.10. ( .49943 library rifitma

7.42. [ .4992) pop qui7.

2.30. ( .4945] naintainiug students' academic records, including test

scores, class work grades, standardized test scores, etc.

7.8. [ .4901] collecting'papers

3.23. (-.4787) helping students with c.lothing-- tying shoes, fastening

jackets, etc.

8. ( .4604) To what extent are your instructional goals or objec-

tives determined Tor you by an official curriculum or curriculum

guide, or constrained by an officially adopted textbook? Please

check the space preceding the response Which most closely

approximates your own position.

( .1 Not at all; I am competely free to set my own goals and.ob-

jectives

( .1 Somewhat; there is an official curriculum, but,Tiam free to

modify it
as I wish

( .3 Moderately; I am free to add "enrichment" activities or ob-

jectives,
but I must cover most of thc objectives in the official

curriculum

( .1 Quite a bit; there is some flexibility, but I am required

to cover all the objectives in the official curriculum

( .1 Completely; I am not supposed to deviate from the official

curriculum
3.43. ( .4574) sending note to office to inform office of students'

trvancy

5.8. ( .4524) late passes

2.53. ( .4476) preparing or updating seating charts

5.16. ( .43821 report cards

5.2. 1 .43121 atterkdaAce slips

3.49. [
.4304] superivising administration of state-mandated tests

2.14. ( .4284) interpreting teat / quiz scores or performance

7.40. r.-.42301 physical activities (e.g., dance)
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2.34. ( .4179) monitoring study hall

2.49. [ .4118) preparing audiovisual materials and/or room for AV pre-
sentations

7.32. [ .4030] lecture

2.22. ( .3777) maintaining accurate daily and/or monthly attendance re-
.

cords (e.g., attendance register)
2.57. [ .3661] providing extra assistance to students before school or

after school
3.24. 1-.3648] keeping articles for personal (child) hygiene /

2.75. ( .3573) taking roll -- homeroom & class; may 'nclude redording

absence codes in roll book
2.28. ( .3547) maintaining records ot referrals (e.g., disciplirary re-

ferrals)

5.4. [ .3506] Federal census forms
2.50. 1

.34883 preparing or maintaining cumulative student records

2.27. 1 .3455) maintaining records of books, supplies, materials,

tools, equipment, etc.
2.48. .3401) policing halls -- hall supervision, hall duty -- or sim-

p17 standing in the hall to create a "teacher presence"

7.41. [-.3397] other organized student activities

7.33. ( .3362) multiple texts

2.78. (
.3341) using the ditto machine: preparing and running off in-

structional materials, tests, announcements, etc.

2.55. .3313] preparing written daily and long tetm lesson plans

(teacher & aide)
2.38. ( .3270) passing out and collecting forms (e.g., Federal forms)

7.57. 1 .3264) study guides

5.9. ( .3241) library overdue slips
7.55. [...3238) small group instruction or activ

7.43. [ .3183] pre-test and post-test
7.3. ( .3183) analyzing test items fcr vaiidity and rrAiability, uti-

lizing basic statistical procedures .101

2.7. [ .3135] collecting or preparing instructional materials needed

for upcaming lesson(s)
5.7. (,.3125] inventory forms
7.21. [ .3105] exchange papers
2.46. [ ..3093] planning and organizing lessons, units, and instruc-

tional programs



Defining the DO15.04l'''

FACTOR 4: Instructional Breadth (Breadth of Instructional Goals)

R iability: .9344

9.12. (-.9463) self-discipline
9.18. [-.8972) teach students to recognize consequences of their own

actions
(-.8651) teach care and respect for materials

9.6.' [-.7396) manners

9.11. (-.6984) respect for themselves and for others

9.17. (-.6065) teach process of decision-making

9.8. (-.5709] prepare students for next level=af,schooling

9.3. (-.5571) basic readfWg skills (decoding, literal comprehension,
inferential comprehension, etc.)

9.20. (-.5415] understanding and appreciation of other people and their

cultures

9.16. (-.5248) teach pride in their work

9.13. (-.4898] social interaction skills (group work, etc.)

9.14. (-.4861] spelling

9.2. (-.4547) basic arithmetic skills
9.1. (-.4224) appreciation of.fine arts

9.5. (-.3231) library skills .

9.19. [-.3095] test-taking skills
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FACTOR 5: Counselling, Guidance, & Referrals
Reliability: .9475

( .7525) social services -- neglect, abuse referratl.s

4.5. ( .7484] medical ,- hyperactivity, etc. referrals
4.6. ( .7304) psycho-emotional referrals
4.9. ( .6762) vision referrals

[ .65751 recognizing and reporting child abuse

4.3. ( .6363) hearing referrals
4.4. ( .632001 LD (Learning Disabilities) referrals
4.2. ( .6110] EMR (Educationally Mentally Retarded) referrals

4.8. [ .5794) speech & language referrals
4.1 ( .5068) behavioral referrals
3.40. [ .4962] referring students to guidance and administrators

3.38. ( .4688) recommending students for special courses (e.g., gifted)

2.76. ( .4510) team conferences regarding individual students to
include: teachers, administrators, guiaance personnel-, staff
psychologist, pupil personnel worker, and other necessary sup-
port staff which may include parent, social worker, ete.

4.10. ( .4447) other referrals for which you are responsible ,O.ist

below)
(

.4419) presenting information to parents which will assist them
in helping their children make realistic decisions regarding
careers

3.21. ( .4405) detecting and reporting health problems

2.36.3 ( .4321) other parent-teacher communications -- e.g., through
phone, letters, or report forms

2.46. [-.4020] planning and organizing lesSons, units, and instruc-

tional programs
3.59. [ .40121 using proper first aid techniques in accidents; caring

for sick or injured children
5.14. [ .3624) referral forms -- testing, resource, discipline, speech,

pupil personnel
3.19. [ .3611) crowd control (breaking up fights)

3.53. ( .3506] transporting children (for example, to job interviews)

2.51. ( .3492) prepa...ing or maintaining individual or group skill

profiles
2.61. ( .3467) scheduling or registering students: processing forms,

working out schedules, etc.

2.36.1 ( .3448) meeting with parents (parent conferences) to discuss
students' progress, problems, prospects

2.17. ( .3403) team planning (collaborative planning with other members
of a teaching team)

3.28. ( .3369) making school-related court appearances
3.18. ( .3355) covering classes for emergacy situations (e.g., absent

teacher) or extra-curriculat activities

/ 2.7. (-..3328) collecting or preparing instructional materials needed

for upcoming lesson(s)
2,47. (-.3328) planning, arranging, or implementing storage of booKs,

supplies, materials, tools, equipment, etc.

2.10. (-.3302) distributing books, supplies, materials, tools, equip-
ment, etc. to students
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7.2. ( .3267] administering standardized tests

7.46. ( .32161 reading student records as an aid to structuring indi-

vidual educational programs

, 3.2. ( .3106] alerting other teachers to a specific need of a specific

child that day'
3.41. ( .3056) reporting hazards, defects, maintenance, & filling out

forms Or repair
2.18. (-.3032] locating sources for lect7es or other class presenta-

tions -- research

_A
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FACTOR 6: Administration (Classroom)
Reliability: .9355

2.40. [ .6220] planning and assigning tasks to aides

2.13. ( .5874Finterpreting standardized test scores
2.67. rt .5625] supervising and evaluating school aides
2.2. ( .5404] adapting / modifying materials to levels appropriate for

individual children or classes
2.25 1 .5331] maintaining Oogress reports
2.52. ( .5299] preparing or maintaining reading or math articulation

records

2.44. ( .51723 planning and guiding independent activities to reinforce
lessons

7.14. ( :4677] Directed Reading Activities (DRA) ,

2.59. 1 .46281 reading curriculum guides or manuals as an aid in plan-
ning lessons or units

2.36.2 [ .4581] keeping track of parent conferences (scheduling, writing
narrative report, and loggirl conference4time8)

3.41. 1-.44181 reporting hazards, defects, maintenance, & filling out
forms for repair

3.59. [-.4203] using proper first aid techniques in accidents; caring
for sick pr injured children

2.21. 1-.4021] maintainigit(cleaning, repairing) equipment (e.g.,
tools, instruments, athletic equipment,.laboratory'equipment)

3.5. [-.4009] assigning lockers
7.55. [ .39881 small group instruction or activities

L.16. ( .3987] keeping filing systems current and well-organized

2.19. 1-.3983] locker room or shower duty
9.3. ( .3789) basic reading skills (decoding, literal comprehension,

inferential comprehension, etc.)
3.35. [-.3746] picking up paper in and around school -- general school

cleanup
7.43. 1 .37381 pre-test and post-test
2.1. [

..3734] adapting / modifying the curriculum to meet the needs of
individual children or classes

7.31. ( .3693] learning stations or centers
3.65. [-.3690] writing recommendations for colleges, vocational educa-

tion, employment, etc.

5.8. [-.3657] late passes

5.16. (-.3649) report cards
7.46. [ .3631] reading student records as an aid to structuring indi-

vidual eductional programs
6.8. (-.3584] sup6rvising student locker clennouts
5.1. (- 3549) accident forms or reports

19.7. [ .3414) manuscript form
2.5. [ .325;] clearang up after extra-curricular activities
7.44. [ .3214] programmed instruction
5.19. ( .3087) Title I & IV management pled cards

(-.30173 government-related activities -- e,g., lobbying,
contacting elected officials on behalf of the teaching profes-

sion 0
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FACTOR 7: Teaching

Reliability: .9259

Defining the Domain

7.52. ( '.7519] self-evaluation

7.58. ( .6971] summarize

7.49. ( .6876] review previous lesson

7.22. ( .6332] feedbacY
7.16. .6202] discovery method of learning

7.13. ( .6002] directed questioning Cechniques

( .52161 ascertaining interests and degrees of motivation by con-

ducting informal interviews with pupils

7.38. ( .5381] oral evaluation
1,46. ( ,4984] sharina ideas with colleagues

7.35. ( .46081 observe students in order to evaluate learning

7.53. [
.4519] sequencing of learning

7.28. ( .4355] individual recitation

7.17. ( .4332] discussion --

7.41. [ .4219] othr org.ized student activities

7.65. [ .4134] witrim-up motivational) procedures

2.33. (-.4112] managing sponsoring book clubs

2.27. (-.3981] maintaining records of books, supplies, materials,

tools, equipment, etc.

7.50. ( .3946] role playing

7.10. [ .3671] culminating .activities

7.62. [
.3632] tutoring or giving extra help

3.16. ( .3528] communicating with other teachers about activities, ma-

terials, schedules, testing....

7.11. ( .3474] debate

7.19. ( .3314] drill exercises

7.61. [ .1235] tolerating multiple interruptions (for example, by the

intercom)
2.43. [-.3160] planning and conducting assemblies -- for example, ar-

ranging for speakers

3.31. (-.3159] organizing and supervising field.days

5.4. (-.3007) Federal census forms 0
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FACTOR 8: Enrichment Activities
Reliatility: .9220

7.18. [ .5369] dramatic readings
7.33. [ .5334] multiple texts
7.54. [ .5159] skits
7.27. [ .5066] independent study
2.66. ( ,4642) serving on task forces or committees (e.g., grievance

committee, social committee, textbook evaluation committee,
curriculum development committee, etc.)

9.5. [ .4544] library skills

7.36. [ .4467] open questioning techniques
7.15. [ .4439] Directed Reading-Thinking Activity
2.45. [ .4360] planning and guiding enrichment actiitities for gifted

students
2.48. [-.4324] poliqing halls -- hall supervision, hall duty -- or sim-

ply standing in the hall to create a "teacher presence"

7.30. ( .4286] Language Experience Approach

7.48. [ .4127] recording from radio or other sources for use in class

2.17. (-.4116) lavatory duty
7.63. ( .4100) using media center
7.57. [ .4010) study guides
2.35. [-.3714] morning duty: monitoring arrival of students and their

behavior in the assigned area; bus evacuation duty; hall patrol
to prevent students from entl§ing parts of the building before

the prescribed time

3.4. [ .3709J arranging student parties & gifts

3.63. [ .3686] writing for public consumption in your capacity as a

te- -- e.g., letters to the editor, newspaper articles

3.45. [ 11) serving as a resource person to community -- for exam-
ple, serving on panels, acting'as informal consultant to local
groups (e.g., League oftWomen Voters); interpreting the school

program to parents or other community members

2.43. ( .3441) planning and conducting assemblies -- for example, ar-
ranging for speakers

2.75. (-.3437) taking roll -- homeroom & class; may include recording
absence codes in roll book

( .3401] organizing and supervising field days

3.39. ( .3311] recording conferences

2.81. ( .3270] writing articles or ott;er contributions for school^

newsletter
2.20. (-.3225) l'ach duty -- clean up duty
2.33. ( .3193) managing / sponsoring book clubs
1.3, ( .3172] subscribing to professional publications

2.49. (
.3155) preparing audiovisual materials and/or room for AV pre-

sentations
2.9.1. (-.3147) athletic teams or activities
/.64. 1 .3117) videotape or instructional television



Defining the Domain

FACTOR 9: Extra-Curricular Activities
Reliability: .7742

2.9.9. ( .4836] student programs in evenings

3.32. ( .4607] organizing aillior supervising fund-raising activities

2.71. ( .3869] supervising student participation in parades,

instrumental programs, chval concerts, gymnastic programs, etc.

2.9.3. [ .3827] drama

3.53. ( .3759] transporting children (for example, to job interviews)

2.9.6. [ .3595] proms, other dances
2.68. 1 .3247] supervising school store

3.35. (-.3127] piqcing up paper in and around school -- generat school

cleanup
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